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CHAPTER I
INTRODDCTIOH
While missionaries have long realized the vital import*
anoe of Religious Eduoatlon on the mission fields of the Hear
East* up to this time they have been greatly hindered, In its
furtherance � The extent of this projeet does not pemlt
discussion of all the hindrances found in the mission fields
personally visited by the writer, for this would require
volwBMBf but two may be mentioned as representative of the
most Important: the rejection of the raessiahshlp of Jesus
Christ by the Jews, and the fanatical opposition of the Moslems
to any faith but their own. The Bible Itself speaks of the
resistance of the Jews in the words of Stephen, a martyr of
New Testament times:
Ye stlffnecked and unclrciaaeised in heart and
earsy ye do always resist the Holy Ohostt as your
fathers did, so do ye, Which of the prophets have
not your fathers perseeutedt and they have slain
them nhich shewed before of the coming of the Just
One; of whom ye have been now the betrayers and
murderers: Who have received the law by the dlspo*
sltion of angelsy and have not kept It.^
Today when they hear these condemnations they are out to the
heart and gnash en the Christian missionary with their teeth.
Jfebrews who have reeognlsed in Jesus Christ their ex-
peeted Messiah and openly aeknowledged Kim have been ostraelxed,
persecuted and banished. Bewiver* it is unfortunate that some
^ Acts of the Apostles 7:51-65.
2of these have made gain out of their change in faith* possibly
because of lack of sufficient taaehlng in the marvelous graoe
of God but alee in the new laws of the kingdom and the praaise
ef power through tha Holy Spirit, ^hese believers as babes
la Christ must be taught and established In the faith. Indl*
vidual consultation with them has been effective but it is
phyeieally Impossible for the indigenous ehureh to grow with
�uoh Inadequate teaching as has heratofore been possible, i^ill
not the Lord "make a way" for the fulfillment of the great
commission tiiat we may "teach them" the eternal truths of the
Gospelt
3^he writer of this project has been on the field for a
quarter of a oenturyt a sufficient time to see the need* to
understand the probliKaa and hindrancea* and therefore to
predicate aims and goals. Scne few believers in Trans-Jordan
have gone on with the Lord in the sanctified life thus being
an example of what the Holy Spirit can do in the life of an
individual f but because of laek of teaehlngf they can only
guide others by repression and foreed oonfomlty.
Those who need an effeetlve program of Aellglous Educa
tion are those who are Ignorant of OodU plan of salvation;
immature believers; believers without a visiony without goals
and objectives for useful living; and advanced believers who
must be trained to be leaders of the Indigenous church.
Hp to the present time the church In the Near East has
sstriven desperately to produee ccMoforalty in faith and prwetloe,
rather than to encourage development. The Interests of the
adults, their ways of looking at things, their personal under
standing of rules and privileges, have set the standard. In
many cases their understanding has been biased by the customs
of a land which has been for thirteen hundred years under
Mc^aimnedan rule* Zeal without knowledge has prompted repeated
church trials which have caused unjust eritieism of believers.
They must be taug^it.
The peninsula of Arabia is frequently called the "Cradle
of Islam** J but it is more than that: It is the mother and
constant sustalner of one of the largest and growing religions
in the world, the Mbhaimaedan religion. Prom Arabia's history
we find proof that it is the "cradle of the Semitic races."
It has been said that little more is known about thla land than
about the Arctic and Antarctic regions. Another writer says;
Of all the lands comparable to Arabia in size, and
of all the people approaching the Arabs in historical
interest and Importanee, no coimtry and no nationality
has received so little consideration and atudy in modem
times as have Arabia and the Arabs.^
Few "Infidels," non-Koslems, have crossed its borders
without denying their faith and professing the Mohanmedan
religion by repeating its simple creed, "there is no God but
the God and Mohammed is the prophet of God," and by going
^ Philip K, Hltti, History of the Arabs (London:
Maoalllan and Company, 1937), p. S.
4throuf^ th� fomal motions of praysr* Mohsmraed and his suooes-
sors dooread that Arabia should be wholly and totally given
over to the religion of the Koran, and that it should be oleanaed
and kept clean of "infidels" by proselyting �r by the sword.
This haa made Arabia a closed land. Today throughout the world
about 375 million devout followera of the Prophet turn ^elr
faoes in prayer* five times daily toward t^eoea. ^Is is one
and one half times as many M^ammedana as there are Protestants
in th� world. Zealous missionaries of Islmn are endeavoring
to reach pioneer fields still unconverted to Mohaamedanlmra
before the arrival of the Ohrlstian messenger of the Cross.
It is significant that la lam offers one of the greatest
Challenges to the Ck>spel and that as prevloualy stated, "no
country and no nationality has received so little oonsideratlon
and study � � .as have Arabia and the Araba."^ Would not a
better knowledge of the people aid in leading them Into the
lll^tY Should not Christianity study this closed land and set
in motion the bat taring-ram of prayer againat the ramparts of
Islam, that have for centuries defied the armies of the Lord?
It is as true in Arabia as elsewhere that:
Even the stars in their patha are fighting againat the
oraaa ignorance of isolation whioh breeds and spreads
bigotry that suspiciously shoots at everything iriiose
presence it cannot explain.^
4 Mews and Notes (Jubbulport, C,P. India, April, 1929)
p. 7,
5Th� liear Sast haa m^vg,om many ehangea in its religious
and educational system.^ At times in history it has been
famed for learning, only to sink back into i^^orance and super*
atition, Jews, Christians* Persians, Greeks, Homans, Bysantinea^
and Moslems have had their succesive turns in control of this
land. When the modem missionary movement took up its work in
the Near East, it laboz^d largely through its school progrsm
because open evangelism was practically prohibited, MoslotBS,
seeing the danger to their grip on the minds of the masses,
were forced to onen central schools for higher learning*
After the close of the World War most of the Moslem
lands came under the rule of Christie nations and government
schools were opened up on a European basis. With the recession
of missions in recent years, institutional work waa the firat
to suffer* The schools that remained were those that were so
libaral that they obtained financial support frcm the non-
Christian faiths; so they had lost their testimony, seme of
them ultimately becoming completely secular. The result is
that today there is a dearth of orthodox Christian leadership
among the native peoples*
After twenty-five yeara residence on the border of
Arabia, and after repeated visits Into its interior, the writer
herewith presents a report of his study problem of evangelising
Arabia, the chief of Moslem lands*
James A. Montgomery, "Arabia and the Bible."
6Statwaent of tha problem. Aa one faces the unique
task of evangelising the millions of Moslems, he contemplates
ministering to a people who hate the mesaeni^rs of the Cross
and ever seek to kill them; who say that Christ never died and
that the Seripturea have been changed; and even more, who believe
that they should make the ^ole world Moalem. Svangelising them
will never be accomplished through foreign missionariea alone.
Heither can a rapid advance be made with a minimimi number of
evangelists, paid by foreign funda. Nor can secular education
alone open the eyes of the spiritually blind. The ohurchea and
groups of believers in the border landa need a thorough and a
spiritual course of training in the Scriptures, in Christian
education and the development of leaderahip whioh will thruat
out into aerviee an army of sowers and reapers.
Authorities say that, "The importance of education to
bring to ll^t the superstitions and unreasonable doctrines and
practices of Islam is a recognized fact."� It is important to
bring to the attention of even the scholars of Islam the deci
sion of seme of their number who have confessed that the reli
gion of Islam does not lend Itslef to culture and the progreaa
of this ag� and are suggesting a revamping of their religion.*''
Modem missions must confine themselves largely to
� Newa and Motes, (Jubbulport, C.P,, India, April 1929)
p. 7.
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Loc. Cit.
7Christian Edueation, in the recognized groups of believers
for leading out and training an amy of God-called, spiritual
leaders and instructors of Leadership Education. Unfortxmately
the hiatory of education on mission fields shows that frequently
these efforts to train leaders has resulted in institutions of
secular education which in time compromise In order to open the
door for more students in the hope of enlarging the schools.
The product of these schools then is largely men who obtain
good government posit lona^ Too often they decide that compro
mising Christianity is not enough better than their own religion
to make profitable the change in faith with all it involves.
Mode of Frosedure. Presentation of thla probl�n includea
a brief history of Arabia; an account by the writer of reaults
of some of the seven visits into this closed land* by oar* by
camel caravan, and by plane, which shows the difficulties of
reaching the desert tents and towna with the Gospel; a brief
statement of the philosophy and religion of the Moslem as well
as a proposed plan of procedure for meeting the recognized
difficulties in a program of evangelization and Christian
education aimed particularly at the training of native leaders.
CHAPTER II
TKS FIELD
Arabia Is tha largaat peninsula in the world, ocmposing
the southwest portion of Asia, Despite the fact that it has a
total area of one milli9n one hundred and thirty-elght square
miles, its population is estimated at between six and seven
million only, about one million of lAiora live in the fiajaz,
which contains the holy cities of Meoca and Medina, two and a
half million in Xaman, two million in Ne jd and one million in
Aslr,
I. THE LAND AND ITS PEOPLE
Description of the land. The traveler in Arabia marvels
how any human being chooses to live In such a desolate land.
The real home of the Arab is in the desert section which includes
practically the entire country* The two southern comers and
the western edge have low mountains and scans asnall sections of
tillable land* The greater part of the peninsula is a plateau
sloping east at a mean elevation of 2500 feet above sea- level*
Along the western coast, and from fifteen to thirty mile a from
the shore, a range of mountains rises to a height of 9000 feet
near Akaba* sloping to 1200 feet in Yaman* Mount Al Sarah In
the Hajaz roaches an elevation of 10,000 feet. Besides these
few mountains, and the highlanda we have mentioned, Arabia la
9about half stappa and half daaert. Tha stappas are the plalna
between the hills mostly �overed with aand and In places having
ii]!^erground waters.
XHirlng the winter there may be heavy rainfall totaling
fron three to alx Inchea for the year, but for aeven or eight
months there Is no rainfall. Th9 tribes, with their open tents,
seek the low valleys In the winter to escape the cold nl^t
winds, but frequently the raina in the hills send torrents
down into the dry valleys carrying men and beasts before them.
Even in Trana-Jordan the government passed a law forbidding
the tribes to pitch their tents in the river beds.
The desert, for the most part, seems to be a great sea
of sand and stone, yet it has life In it. The rain and dew
in the winter give sufficient moisture for the growth of a
ahort grass which dries down in the suimner, when the tempera
ture reaches one hundred and twenty-five degrees every noon,
to a sand-colored fodder almost invisible. In the rolling
plalna the depressions hold the moisture a little longer and
here small scrubby bushes are found which grow a little each
rainy spring and then apparently wait in a shriveled and dried*.
up condition for the next year's rain. In certain aections
there is also a wild millet, the fine aeed of which the women
go far into the desert to gather for making flour.
By far the most amazing discovery one makes in the
desert is that animals are able to exist in the waterless
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Motions* Thmrm are droves of gazelles and ostriches where
there is no water to be found within a hundred miles in any
direction* There are alao lizards of varioua aizes, which
the Bedouins esteem a great delicacy* Hitti says that:
Arabia ia one of the driest and hottest countries
in the i^ole world. Though sandwiched between seas on
the* east and west, those bodies of water are too narrow
to break the climatic continuity of the Africo-Asian
rainleaa continental masses. The ocean on the aouth,
to be sure, does bring I'alns, but the monsoons which
seasonally lash the land leave very little moisture for
the interior.
And there are people who live in that desert, aa
permanent residents. People in civilized America would aay
that such living is mere existence, but it Is home to the
Arab* Caravan routes may be seen running zig-zag across the
plain. The reason Is clear; they are wending their way from
well to water hole, for eventually they must drink.
History of the Arabs. Joktan, who ia mentioned in
Scripture aa the grandfather of Abraham, ia the traditional
father of the Arab race. Thla makes Arabia the original home
of Abraham* a forefathers. According to Scripture, Bagar and
Ishmael fled Into Arabia, and tradition tells us that Arabia
received them kindly. The Lord promised that lahmael should
be the father of a powerful nation, and aa a fulfilment of
this prosilae his twelve sons were the fathers of the people
^ Philip K* Hitti, History of the Arabs (London:
Maomillan and Company, Limited, 1037), p* 17*
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who for millenliaas havo hal4 tha land of Arabia againat every
invasion, Ditlef Mielson, a Seandinavian seholar says of the
relation between larael and Arabia t
The Mebrewa alone among the Seaites have preserved in
the legends of the Patriarchs and Moaea a tradition of
the earlier Bedawi Life and of the entrance into a land
of civilization. Indeed to understand Israel's origin we
must go back to Arablat and have to recognize in Israel's
perennial consciousness of her Arabian orjgins and rela
tionships her most vital spiritual force*
Until ths time of the opening of the Suez Canal, Arabia
waa the busy path of multitudes of camel caravans, linking the
West with the Far Bast* Southern Arabia has been a aouree of
incense, apisss, and gold since the beginning of history and it
was from here that the Queen of ^sba oame to visit King Solo
mon*
In the villages of the eressent, the countries surround
ing Arabia^ the death rate is continually higher than the birth
rate, consequently they are replenished from central Arabia*
Coning froBi the holy land, where the traditions are held most
sacred and only the hlgbeat classioal Arabic is spoksn, the
language of "the book" tends to ksep these landa faithful to
the Moslem religion*
There have been times when the people have attained a
oonparatively high standard of civilisation and education,
only to be dragged back to barbarism* ToAaj only ths rleh
James A. Montgomery, Arabia and the Bible (Philadel
phia : University of Pennsylvania Press, 1934 } , pp, 4, 5.
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are taiight to read* tioalama in oivilized saationa aa in Falaa*
tina and Syria attend the govemsent aehoola and aorae avail
themsolve 8 of higher edueation* Idnoation often compels them
to reject practically all that the Moslem raligion teaches, hut
nationalism prevents thws from acoepting Christianity with the
result that they heeome atheistic.
Histories of the Near Baat reeord accounts of God's
dealing with individuals and naticms, in blessing and in wars.
Thsrs are migrations and the building up of eivilizationa
around altars and places of worship. Kingdoms rise and fall.
Abraham's seed is scattered throui^out the entire world.
Ishmael and laaac are today quarreling, this time over the
Promised Land* Who will be victorioua, the seed of the bond
woman or the seed of the free woman?
Palestine, the present center of Arab religious and
political interest, has ever been the corridor of conquering
amies. In a narrow pass in the mountalna great leaders have
chiseled their n�B5es, with an account of their victories. The
name of the greatest leader of them all, the one Hfho made the
greatest contribution to history, is not found carved in this
stone hall �f fame. While the memory of thoa� who were once
the greatest of their day,, has become as cold as the stone on
which their record was carvad, Abraham and his seed still play
the chief part on the stage of the great economy of Ood. We
find the name of Rameses II, 1200 B.C., the mighty king of
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Egypt trt50 l�d his oonqusplng foross to war against tha Kittitas,
a powerful nation in the north of Syria, Ho broke their power,
taking baek to Egypt a Hittite prineess to be his queen* Sen*
ne^arlb, king of Assyria, passed this way boaatix^g of what he
would do to King Hezekiah of Jerusalem and his people. But
God intervened and he returned to Hineveh, leaving bahlnd the
best part of his army who died without striking a single blow,
Ott�ir records of Assyrlaiiy Greek, and Roman oampalgns are
carved in pleture and in writing. In 1799 Hapoleon, on hia
campaign to Egypt, added hia name to the llat. Laatly, after
hundreds of years, when the elements had almoat eraaed the
reoord of former heroes, another general dtiiaeled his record
on ths face of the mountain* General Allenby records the free
ing of the Promised Land from the hand of the Ottoman Turk and
from the rule of the Moslem, His victory permitted an entrance
to gospel Influenoes, even to the border of the stronghold of
Islsan*
II. THE RBLIGIOH OP ARABIA
M ohamroedani am , In the center of this desert land there
arose in the 7th century a warrior and trader. Illiterate and
unlearned, but a brave son of the desert with a vlaion of better
things for his country. Through this peer of his race, stimu
lated by the mysticism of what had beoome an apostate faith in
the Bible and the One True God, there was conceived in Mecca
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a raligion whioh today offera tha groateat challonge to Chris
tianity, Mohan^adaniaa, Whan one imderstands the land that
gave birth to the Moalem religion ho can better underatand some
of its teaching* In place of the burning desert, heaven is to
provide beautiful gardens with sparkling rivers* For thoae who
cannot afford to keep more than four wives or secure a divorce
more than ten or twelve times, Mohaamied tau^t that over a
score of maidens would be waiting to marry the faithful man
atoen he reached the other shore. He taught worship of the God
of the desert. An authority says:
The Arab faces God as he faces the desert. Here is a
vast omnipotent environment, which rules his life and
which reduoea him to insignificance and even nothingness
in comparison. By conformity to its laws he hopes to
live,� and as a usual thing he can. But there is an ele
ment of caprice about the desert which makes It at times
utterly cruel and ruthless, and from that ruthlessness no
amount of humble acquiescence or of vigilant effort will
save him. This is exactly the picture of the Moslem God.
Unlimited omnipotence, governed as a usual thing by law,
and usually rewarding obedienoe with His favor. He is
still tinged with unaccottntable and unpredictable caprice,
and is essentially pitileaa in His Power and magnificence.
It is the image and superscription of the desert*^
We hear it said that the Moslem worships the one true
God and that he believea in and honors Chriat. But the God and
the Chriat he worahipa are as different from the true God and
iavior as night is from day. The Moalem is a fatalist. God
ssnds those he favora to heaven; others he sends to hell. Ihe
* Paul W, Harrison, The Arab at Heme (Hew York: Thomas
Y, Crowe 11 Cdstpany, 1�B4), p. 42.
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Koalon does not �xpoot his religion to have any effect on his
life, for they are two different ai^eres* He does not try to
reconcile this difference in faith and reality with the teach
ings of the Koran, i#e., that he is to store up credits by
keeping the five prayers a day, fasting (feasting) one mcsith
a year, making the pilgrimage once or twice in a lifetime to
Mecca, and giving alma to the poor. Neither does he try to
explain the evident oontradictions in the Koran: in one passage
it teaches tolerance to the Christian and the Jew; but in
another, they are to be killed if they do not accept Islmn,
all of their wealth and women beocsning the property of the
Moslem, The Koran teaches that there Is no mediator between
Ood and man and that man does not fsllowship with Ood, yet the
most sacred of the religious sects are the Sufi, Of Sufisra
Ificholson says:
Sufiam, the religious philosophy of Islsra, is described
in the oldest extant definition as �the apprehension of
living realities*, and Mohsmmedan mystics are fond of call
ing themselves 'the followers of the Real�, Ahl al-Happ.*
All that is good in the Moslem religion has been taken
from the Scriptures. Many of the statementa of the different
sects of the Moslems read almost like the Bible, but they all
leave out the Savior and His shed blood. All of the good that
the most intelligent and the most devout of the Moslems can
* Rsyneld A, Hieholson, The Mystici of Islam (London:
0, Bell and Sons, Ltd., 1914), p75T
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gain from thair philosophy does not change the heart or give
a sure hope, Heither their saered book, which they believe
waa sent down froa God, nor their traditions will bear the
inspection of reason and intelligence, Kany of the Moslem
Araba, living in Palestine and Syria, are quite advanced in
edueation and social eustosis but they are moral and religious
lepers*
The most spiritual practice of the Moslem is the "dhikr,"
The aim is to bo lost in Qod* It may be obtained by a rhythtilc
sway and chant of a group standing in line* which develops
into strange and varied motions of the body and uttering of
hissing groans in imison until the favored ones fall, frothing
at the mouth and wallowing in the dirt* Others in individual
religious sxerclse obtain the same results* CQaszall, a Moslem
religious author, describes the method and effects of the
X>hlkrs
Let him reduce his heart to a state in which the
existence of anything and nothing are the aame to hlra*
Thsn let him sit alone in some comer, limiting his
religious duties to n^at Is absolutely necessary, and
not occupying himself either with reciting the Koran
or considering Its meaning or with books of religious
traditions or with anything of the sort* And let him
see to it that nothing save God most Hi^ enters his
mind* ThsB, aa he sits in solitude, let him not cease
saying oontinously with his tongue, �Allah, Allah,'
keeping his thought on It* At last he will reach a
stats when the motion of his tongue will cease and It
will seem as though the word flowed from It. Let him
still persevere in this until all trace of motion is
removed from his tongue, and he finds his heart perse
vering in the thought. Let him still persevere until
the form of the word. Its letters and shape, is rraoved
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from hia haart, and thap� remains tha idea alone, as
thou^ elinging to his heart, inseparable from it. So
far, all is dependent on his will and choiee; but to
bring the aerey of God does not stand in his will or
choice* B& has now laid hiinself bare to the breathings
of that mercy, and nothing r^ains but to await what
God will open to hl�, as God has don� after this manner
to prophets and saints. If he follows the above course,
he may be sure that the light of the real will shine out
in his heart* At first unstable, like a flash of li^t-
ning, it turns and returns; though sometimes It hangs
back* And if it returns, sc^e times it abides and scme-
tisies it is momentary* And if it abides, sometimes its
abiding is long, and sometimes short. ^
Another ^ifi puts the gist of the matter in a sentence, thus:
The firat stage of dhikr is to forget self, and the
last stage is the effaoement of the worshipper in the act
of worship, without consciousness of worship, and auch
absorption in the object of worship as precludes return
to the subject thereof. � .the trance called ?passing
away**�
Abu Sa'id ibn Abi '1-Khayr kept his eyes fixed on his navel.
It is said that the Devil la smitten with epilepsy �4ien he
approaches a man thus occupied, just as happens to other men
when the Devil takes possession of them*
Tha more w� study this most damning of all faiths the
more w� can appreciate the statement of the convert from Islam,
"1 hava passed frosi darkness to light, from death to life."
Christianity ^ ^S. USM* church of Christ
haa the same mesaage and the sma� goal the world over. In
IMd*, pp. 46-48.
6 Ibid* * pD. 4B, 49,
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every country men's hearts are the same and their need is one,
to know Christ and His power to save, but the recaption given
the ambassador of the King in different places varies. Under
the Turkish rule, as is still the case in some sections, the
missionary was fortunate even to be perrriltted to remain in
the Hear East, Most of the Kslsslonary* s time was spent in
day school work among nominal Christians. Many contacts were
made socially with other groups and the missionary was able to
tell them about Chriat and they listened attentively.
Persecution has no doubt resulted in certain periods of
the church's history because its one aim haa been the saving
of men's souls from eternal death with comparatively little
attention being given to the training or the dally experiences
of the individual. If in such periods it did more than this,
it was to contrast the good of religion with the good of the
world, and the blessings of eternity with the blessings of
time. No provision was made for training the individual in
order to help him represent the life of Christ by the power of
the indwelling Holy Spirit.
Secular education on the mission field has gone to
another extreme. It has been brou^it so close to the individ
ual's daily life, experiences, and environment that he forgets
to ask what this life really means and iriiat is Its goal. Edu
oatlon has become natural let Ic and entirely pupil centered.
Evangelical mission schools prospered in these fanatical
19
MohsBsmedan oouatriaa during season� of quiet and apparent peace
but conversions invariably brou^t sevexe perseeution and sc^e-
tlmes death to the converts. This made it absolutely necessary
for a time to refrain tvam aetive evangeliasi. The less harassed
were those whioh followed the path of least resistance and at
first sought to toach the Word of God but canitted tha contro
versial points of the Christian message, the death and rosur-
reotion of Christ, His divinity, and th� efficacy of the blood
of the Saviour, Under a purely secular program these institu
tions grew to enormous proportions, and the hospitals helped
many of the sick, of whioh eighty percent are affected in some
way by venereal disease. Their bodies are helped while their
souls ar� permitted to die eternally. These schools accept
Mohammedan and Jewish students and send them away with a diplo
ma and an atheistic view of life.
As in the Apostolic Church, there have been revivals and
souls have bean saved. Churches have been established ffcich
have nroduoed laborers for the harvest field. But the heat of
revival having passed in the individual church, the flock faces
a hostile religious world and many questions arise. They have
received their li^t through messengers sent by the Church in
America but other men from the sase country come with another
gospel.
At the present time Judaism is completely devoted to the
establiahing of Israel in her national home. Everything now
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depends upon the approval and support of th� Christian nations.
In the midst of an age of religious fanatiei^ and open hostil
ity she is required to show toleranee and favor to Christianity,
Bs^erlenced missionaries proi^esy that when the Jewish State
has been established and its position strengthened, religious
freedom will diminish,
^lle Oammmtem and Mohammedanism vie for first place as
the zmmber one enemy of the Cross, Modernism kills from within,
Gommxnim rides forth on the pale horse as a great plague sweep
ing the whole earth, while Modemima aa a great cancer works
unseen at the vitals of the visible Church and Mohammedanlm
goes far and wide on the red horse still bearing the sword.
There are 375 million devout Mohammedana, This meana
that 575 million zealous missionariea of that faith are carrying
their doctrinea to every land including thla proud land of
America, whioh was founded on the Word of Ood.
The International Missionary Council which convened in
Madras, India, in December, 1938, has this to say about the
rapidly growing faith and Its attitude toward govenmient and
religion:
Orthodox Islam recognizes no division between Church
and State. The divine revelation mediated throu^ the
prophet Mohammed was totalitarian In its claims, demand
ing an unqueationed obedienoe to the will of God in all
aspects of life, whether saered or secular. Mohammed was
aa much the pollticsl as the religious leader of his people,
and it was the duty of his successors, the Caliphs, not
merely to govern the Muslim Qnplre and to extend it by
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�ir�j(^ means In their power, but also to propagate the faith
and to defend it against all attacks from within or without.
To all appearancea, the early rulers of Islam made no effort
to distinguish between these two objectives, and to them the
apread of religion, if need be by force, was not merely a
natural act, it was a sacred duty*
Thus, in course of time, there developed a political
theory of the division of the entire world between the Dar
el lalam (the House of Islam), in which the true faith pre
vailed and a Moslem government was established, and the Dar
el Barb (the House of War), againat which It was incimibent
upon the Oaliphs to wage inoeaaant warfare, until the un-
believera aubmitted and Islaa^ was dominant. Ciroumatances,
it ia true, might enjoin a respite to the ^^ranic command
to "fight againat them until there be no opposition in favor
of idolatry and the religion be wholly God's, and a truce
might be made between the Mualim state and a non-i^usllm one,
in accordance with the policy suggested by that other Quran
ic paaaage: 'If they incline unto peace, do thou also in
cline thereto, � but, by strict orthodox doctrine, such a
truce should be purely temporary and, when circumstances
changed, it should be repudiated and warfare renewed, until
the religious and political supremacy of Islsm was estab
lished in every comer of the world."
The message of Mohammed, eternal and unchangeable, was
to all the world. It is understood that different lawyers may
give different interpretations of the Moslem Law but no new
laws may contradict it.
Mohammedana believe Implicitly in "Progressive Revela
tion." They confess that God revealed Himself to Moses and
gave him the Law and that God aent the Old Testament from heaven
to the Jews. Their wuran also concedes that God revealed his
will through the prophet Christ and sent froa heaven the New
Teatament to the Christians. Mohammed places himself at the
7 Madras Series, Vol. VI, p, 59, International Mission
ary Council, Mew York, 1959.
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JWnlth of revoXation. Thoro has been no greater revelation of
Ood than in the Garden of Eden, and few today have attained a
revelation of Ood equal to many of the Old Testament prophets.
Men have eyea to see and they see not and ears to hear and they
hear not.
Mohsmmed make a the same claim as Christ Himaelf, that
in the last day Ood has revealed himself through the faith of
Islam and its prophet, Mohanased, who r^aina the only media
tor between Ood and man.
A number of religious sects have grown out of Islam,
An entirely new religion developed which accepts Judaism,
Christianity, and Mohaiamedanimn, claiming that the prophets
were all the same man and appeared in the world in repeated
incarnations. The lateat incarnation ia their own prophet
Hackim Bi-Amrahhih. Theae, the Drupes, are hated by the Mohsm-
medans. The lateat development from Islam is the Bahai faith,
which is a Satanic lie in a modem coatimie which haa made it
acceptable to hundreds of so-called educated American people.
Of all religions none are so highly spoken of aa the
Hebrew and Christian faiths in some passages of the <^ran,
while in othera quite the opposite is true. In order to under
stand the treatment received and the difficulties confronted
by the Christian Church in Moslem lands it is necessary to know
something of Islamic thought and practice regarding the position
of Christian minorities, the treatment of a Mohammedan who
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booomes a Christian and th� treatment of foreigners and foreign
organizations in Moslan countries.
As one reads the Quran in the vernacular as well as the
English translation, he marvels that any man in the twentieth
century would base hia eternal welfare on such senseless words
of 30 great a sirnier.
The treatment of Christian minorities in Mohaxmaedan
countries Is specifically prescribed In the ^uran. Under cer
tain conditions Christians are to be consulted and reapected
and under other oonditlona they are to be put to death;
An immunity from Ood and Hia Apostle to those with
whom ye are in league, among the Polytheiat Arabs! (those
who join gods with God), . .And when the sacred months are
passed, kill thoae who join other gods with God wherever
ye shall find themj and seize them, beselge them, and lay
wait for them with every kind of ambuah; but If they shall
convert, and observe prayer, and pay the obligatory alms,
then let them go their way, for God is Gracious, Merciful, �
The Quran leaves no doubt as to who the Polytheistic
infidsls are who are to be killed from ambuah if they do not
accept the Mohammedan religion;
Infidels now are they who say, "God is the Messiah,
Son of Mary"^| for the Messiah said, "0 children of laraeli
worahlp God, my Lord and your Lord." Whoever shall join
other goda with God, God ahall forbid him the Garden, and
his abode ahall be the je'lre; and the wicked ahall have no
helpera.
They surely are Infidels who say, "God is the third of
threflj*; for there is no God but one God: and if they re
frain not from urihat they say, a grievous ohastisment shall
� Quran, Sura IX, Immunity, English tranalation by
Hev, J. M, Rodwell, M.A,, (London: J. V. Dent and �i>ons, Ltd.),
pp, 470, 471,
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light on auoh of thm& as are Infidels,
Will they not, therefore, be turned imto Ood, and ask
pardon of fila? since Ood is Forgiving, Merciful!
The Messiah, Son of Mary, is but an Apostle; other
Apostles have flouriahed before him; and his mother was
a Just person; they both ate food, BeholdJ how we make
clear to them the signal then behold how they turn aside i
Say: Will ye worahii?, beside Ood, that which can nei
ther hurt nor help? But OodJ He only Heareth, Knoweth.
Say: 0 people of the Booki outstep not bounds of truth
in your religion; neither follow the desires of those idio
have already gone astray, and who have caused many to go
astray, and have themselves gone astray frcro the evenness
of the way. � . .But if they had believed in Ood, and
the Prophet, and the Quran iriblch hath been sent down to
him, they had not taken them for their friends (the in-
fidela).8
The Quran tells of Jew and Christians who, being proud,
accepted the religion of Islam and therefore will be partakers
of an eternal heaven of rivers, shade, wine and beautiful
maldena on lofty couches. It even speaks of tears of Joy shed
on acceptanoe of the "truth of Islflm" :
� � .and thou shalt certainly find those to be nearest
in affection to them who say, ��We are Christians. This,
because a<me of them are priests and monks, and because
they are free from pride.
And when they hear that which hath been sent down to
the Apostle, thou seest their eyes overflow with tears at
the truth they recogniae therein, aaylng, ''O our Lord! we
believe; write us down therefore with those who bear wit-
ness to it*
And ^y should wo not believe in Ood, and in the truth
which hath ccrae down to us, and crave that our Lord would
bring us into Paradise with the Just?*'
Therefore hath Ood rewarded them for these their words,
with gardens 'neath irtiich the rivers flow: they shall a-
bide therein for ever: this the reward of the righteous]
But they who believe not and treat our 8ip;ns aa lies shall
Ibid., Sura V, The Table, od. 494, 495.
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be the inmates of Hell-f ir�,-^*-*
This paaaage continues:
OhI how happy shall be the people of the right handj
(the Mohannnedan). � � . In gardens of delight (heaven)
. � .on inwrought couchea
declining on them face to face:
Aye*blooroing youths go round about to them
^ith goblets and ewers and a cup of flowing winej
Their browa ache not from it, nor falls the sense:
And with such fruits as shall please them best.
And with flesh of such birds, as they shall long for;
And theirs shall be tha Houris (maidens), with large
dark eyes, like pearla hidden in their shells.
In reoompense of their laboura past.
So vain discourse shall they hear therein, nor charge
of sin.
But only the cry, 'Peacel Peace J"
And the people of the right hand�ohi how happy ahall
be the people of the right handJ
Amid thornless. � .trees. � .with fruit. . .shade. � .
flowing waters. . .abundant fruits, unvailing, unforbidden,
And on lofty couches.
Of a rare creation have we created the Houris (maidens).
And we have made thma ever virgina.
Dear to their spouses, and equal age with them.^^
It is a recognized fact that Mohammed received his
ideas for his religion from the Old and New Testments but he
conceived of a heaven and a hell that most fitted the roving
tribes of the desert of Arabia. He pictures the fate of those
who reject the Mohammedan religion in these words:
But the people of the left hand�ohj how wretched ahall
be the people of the left handi
Amid pestilential winds and in scalding water.
And in the shadow of a black smoke.
Not cool, and horrid to behold.
Loc. cit.
Ib^., Sura LVI, The Inevitable, pp. 66, 67.
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ShaXl surely sat of th� tree Ez-zakkoum,
And fill their bellies with it.
And there 'upon shall y� drink boiling water.
And ye shall drink as the thirsty ca^iol drinketh.
And of the erring.
His entertainment shall be of scalding water.
And th� broiling of hell-fire. J-*^
The i^ran gave permission, no doubt, for times of diffi
culty to make treaties with the Christians if they would live
at peace. Privileges granted the Infidels were very exacting
and htflslllatlng. They were subordinate to the Moslem State,
Hundreds of young Mohananedans with little more education
than the four "R's" enter the Azhar University, the theological
graduate school of the Moslem faith, and live as simnle a life
as in their own village. They sit tailor faahlon on a atraw
mat and commit the poetic Suras of the ^ran and study the
Mc*iamm�dan law. These men return to their native villages to
teach the youth and lead the prayers in the Mosques. If in
these modem days the Moslem begins to see the light and to
understand the foolishness of the religion of the <tosert, it
is these graduates, these priests that stir up the mob to the
spirit of th� prophet with his sword,
Mohanmied learned frcsn a ncminal Christian priest stories
about the childhood of Christ vsfhioh are recorded in the Apocry
phal Booka and are quite unlike the account of the New Teata
ment. He also learned about the dispute concerning the death
Ibid.
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of Christ and aeeording to the Quran he believed that the Jews
erueified Barabbaa in his stead. He recorded that Christ died
a natural death and God took him to heaven for three hours, in
that state, that he will return and slay the Antichrist, die,
and be raised again.
The MohSBBffiiedan confesses that th� Hew Testament and the
Old Testament were given of God but where differences with the
Quran appear he turns to th� nuran, which says that the Chris
tians changed th� Bible.
Thar� is need of a thorou^ missionary course of study
in th� Quran. **ull Gospel missions hav� avoid�d all us� of
th� saered book of th� Mohasraedan on th� prinoipl� that if th�
Gospel Hi�as�ng�r seeks to prove any point or doctrine by the
us� of th� Quran, he will give th� Impression that th� ^ran
is true and thus he is only trying to prov� th� supsriority
of th� Christian religion over th� Mohammedan. However, re
cent research into the languag� of th� Quran would l�ad on�
to believe that th� statement that th� Christians and Jews
changed the Scriptures, does not necessarily mean that they
changed th� records as recorded in th� Bible but that ttiey
changed the interpretation in their practices and that Mcdiam-
med held to his original statement regarding th� Old and K�w
T�stament that it was inspired of God. It can also be proved
that many of the referencos in th� Quran to th� stat�m�nts
of th� Bible were not taken from either the Old or the New
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Testaments but from the Talmud and the Apocryphal books ifcich
the true church has never accepted in the canon of scripture,
just as most of the early traditions of Islam were not aceepted
but were gathered and burned.
CHAPTER III
PBBSENT DAY HELIGIOUS EDUCATION
OH TEE ARABIAH MISSI08 FIELD
The Chrlatlan and l41a8lonary Alliance conducted the only
evangelical Bible school In the Sear East for a number of years.
Most of th� students in the Bible school war� converts from th�
largast churches In Syria and the vlllagas of Trans-Jordan,
Jorusalem seemed the logical place for the school as it is the
Field Headquarters and Heoeiving Home for new miasionaries
studying the language. There are a nimiber of schools and col
leges In Jerusalem and it is possible to got part-time teachers
in almost any subject except theology. However the cosmopolitan
city led the native students to change their village dreas for
Suropean coatura� and �aoh student leamed several Innguages,
The British and French Qovernmenta were �agar to got m�n of
auch character and training and mad� th�m fabulous offars. Sera�
of thos� m�n where given responsible positions in banfts.
The Field Headquarters ,must be located in the principal
city, with facilities for banking, telegraph, tolephon� and
cable conmunications, mail and air mail aerviee. Lack of staff
haa made it necessary that the Chairman of the Field act both
as Pastor of the Jerusalem Arabic Church and District Superin
tendent, The Headquarters Building is used as the Chairman's
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resldenea, ho�t�l for visiting friends frc�n the Sear East and
abroad, and as a receiving home for new missionaries who remain
for a time in Jerusalem to study th� language. An Am�rlcan
missionary serves as secretary to th� Chaimian, At least two
American raisslonariaa ar� engaged in th� Jewish work, Th� Jew
ish Department has Its own ccsnpound living quarters and chapal.
This makas a total of fiv� American misslonarias and fiv� nation
al workers located in Jerusalem to occupy and car� for consider
able useful property.
In the large cities numerous dsnominatlons and ind�p�nd-
�nt miaaions ar� working but none of them ara producing loaders.
Well trained evangelists, who had come to th� Bibl� school and
booorn� gov�mm�nt �mployoos, with short working hours, w�r� abl�
to carry also the work of a full tim� �vangellst and draw two
salaries. Thus th� b�st m�n wer� lost to th� front i�r work.
Was th� mission justlflsd in expending large suras of American
tith� mon�y to produce officials and bankers? Th� Christian
and Missionary Alliance school was finally closed with the hope
that it might be opened later on a frontier station where the
students could be trained in their native surroundlnj^s and away
from th� allur�m�nt3 of th� world. However, serious problems
prssent th�m8elv�s as to th� location of such a school.
The Headquarter Stations of th� Districts have the same
disadvantages as the Field Headquarters without the advantage
of a much needed staff of teachers.
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The Ouftatlons and Pioneer Centers have few friendly
families, sometlrues only one such faally, and at times our posl-
tion there for a Bible school would be precarious.
The Main Stations are our last consideration for the
location of a training school. In each of these centers there
is located an organized church and parochial school. The staff
may Include an ordained pastor and teacher or simply a teacher
evangelist. There have been many times when no foreigner could
remain in these centers. Some of them have been robbed and one
was burned to death by the Druzes during a rebellion.
The need for national evangelists was so great that in
1944 the, Alliance Bible School was again opened in Jerusalem
but was forced to close two years later upon the evacuation of
the missionaries during the recent war between the Jews and the
Arabs.
We look to the teaching methods of Jesus for the possible
solution to our religious education problem.
The mountain top experience of missionary work is evangel
ization. To preach the Word of Grod as a witness and see the
Holy Spirit come in revival power is heaven on earth. If one
ahould have aaked Paul what was the most blessed part of his
ministry he no doubt would have said, "The revivals on the mis
sionary journeys," for he said:
For Chriat sent me not to baptize, but to preach the
gospel: not with wisdom of words, lest the cross of Christ
should be made of none effect. For the preaching of the
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erosa is to thorn that perish foolishness; but unto us which
are saved it la the power of God, , ,But w� preach Christ
crucified, unto the Jews a stumbling block, and unto th�
Greeks foolishness,^
On these Journeys souls wer� savdd, demons were east out,
sick bodies were h�al�d, the dead were brought back to life and
laborers wer� called into the harvest, Paul later spoke of the
car� of all the churches, that they might be established, H�
warns the leaders:
Take heed therefore unto yours�lv�s, and to all th� flock
ov�r th� which th� Holy Ghost hath mad� you ov�rs��rs, to
f��d th� church of God, which h� hath purchasod with his
own blood. For I know this, that aftar my daparting shall
Srievous wolves enter in among you, not sparing the flock.Iso f your own 8�lv�s shall man aria�, sgsaking p�rv�rse
things, to draw away disciples after them.
It was the faithfulness of the Apostles in following Christ's
teaching and example, together with the power of the Holy Ghost
that brought success,
Christ taught only twelve in th� graduat� class and
seventy in the under graduate level. It ia true that this was
done years ago but he had simple fishermen. These men wer� hwan
and representative. He taught them the same valuea and principles
which His messengers need to know today. Men had th� sam� sine,
feara, weakneases and needs then as they have today. Ales out
lines these principles of Christ:
He identified Himself with the people to whom He cam�.
To find m�n H� became a man. To win the Jew H� b�cam� a Jaw,
I Corinthiana 1:17-23,
2 The Acts 20:28-30.
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lived as a Jaw and observed Jewish customs, except where
principle was involved, fie lived their life with them and
gave Himself unreservedly for them. He did not stand apart
or hold Himself aloof in any way. He identified Himself
with the people as a whole, not with any particualr class.
He did not live a sheltered life or a life of ease and com
fort but faced life with its toil and hardness.
He took men as He found them. He gave His message in
the common language of the people and in a fom understood
by all classes and conditions of men. He did not use the
language of the philosopher or of the Schools. He did not
address His message to the intellect but to the heart with
its universal need.
Having come to aeek men. He went out to find them� into
their streets and homes, their cities and villages. He did
not build a great Temple and call men to come to hear Him.
He tramped the highways and byways up and down the land,
giving His message on the hill-side, by the sea-shore, in
the hilmble cottage or at the banquet, in the Temple or in
th� street, whor�vor He found men to listen.
He obeyed the lawa of the land, even recognizing the
foreign government in control and paying tribute when it
was due. He tauRht respect and obedience to thos� In au
thority,
H� chose twelve men to continue the work after He was
gone. They were to b� th� found�r8 of th� Ohuroh that was
to b� establlshad, H� gav� th�m a practical training in
the field, preparing them to b� �vang� lists, or church-
planters, not pastors.
He planned for the eatablislmient of a native Church un
der native leadership from the beginning, entirely self-
governing, self-supporting and a�If-propagating undar th�
direct guidance of the Spirit,
So far as finances were concerned. He did not bring
gold frtmi Heaven to pay native workers and build temples.
Nor had He any human resources but lived a life of faith
in every sense. He and His disciples preached the Goapel
without charge. They looked to Ood for the supply of their
dally bread and shared in a ccxnmon fund from which the sim
ple needs of all were met. He did not hold the purse; Ju
das had it. He and His dlsolples owned nothing and owed
nothing. When the rich young ruler would have joined them,
Christ Instructed him to sell all he had and give it, not
to their coamion fund, but to th� ^^oor, and then to com�
with them.
After three years of ministry, He r�tir�d from th� fi�ld
l�aving His diaciplas, sriio had glvan much �vldenc� of weak-
neaa and lack of understanding, to be the founders and lead
ers of the Chwrch under the guidance of th� Holy Ghost.
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He made no iatteapt to reform religion, government or
society, but said that new wine could not be put into old
bottles, or a new patch on an old gament. He preached
the Oospel that would by its own dynamic power sweep the
old away and bring in an entirely new order.
He established no institutions to aid in the accoaplish-
ment of His pujrpose. He employed no hman means to attract
men* For results He depended entirely on the simple preach
ing and teaching of the Gospel in the power of the Holy
Spirit.
Ho never comprtMalsed or temporized. Opposition, danger,
flattery, oriticism, success or lack of success never
caused Him to waver in His adherence to principle or to
turn to other methods. He rendered absolute obedience to
the Father's Word and will.^
It is gratifying to acknowledge that the mission has not
departed far from the simplicity of apostolic practice, by enter
ing on coatly institutional, educational and social programs.
It has engaged largely in direct evangelism. Groups of two,
three, or four have frequently spent weeks, in native quarters,
in the villages praying, fasting, visiting and preaching until
the Lord vialts with revival. Simple equipment has been used
such as can be afforded by the nationals themselves. Such
equipnent has been moved from place to plaoe to accommodate
district conferences.
The burden now comes forcibly upon us; idiy can we not
take the additional stop and follow the example of our Lord in
moving about much of the time with the training classes and
engage them in clinical experiences in the churches and par
ochial achools?
In all of the churches where there la a pastor or
^ Rattray Hay Ales, "The New Testament Order for Church
and Missionary,'' New Testament Missionary Union, St. Louis, Mo.,
1947, 522 pp.
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teacher evangelist there Is a Sunday School, But In the out-
statlona where the elders give acceptable messages from the
Word of Ood on the Lord's Day and in medweek services, there
haa not been a successful Sunday School. Without training, these
men are not able to handle the children. In such villages it
is necessary to keep a watchman continually with a car or in
the camp or the children would practically destroy the property.
Non-Christian schools do not train civil, respectable children.
In the Arabic work in Jeruaalem there was perfect free
dom for a complete program of religious education. A very suc
cessful Daily Vacation Bible School was in progress for the
Jewish children. A number of Jewish parents wanted their chil
dren to receive the kind of teaching given by the miasionariea.
However, the Jewish Isadora undertook to break up the school
and the children were moleated on their way to and from the
sohool. The matter was reported to the police and the picketers
wer� driven away only to follow the children to their homes. It
was than n�o�ssary to gathar and return th� childr�n in cars.
Th� r�llgious fanatics than stoned th� buildings and th� play
grounds. Even men were beaten as they left the church.
In Madaba, thirty miles frcxn the capital of Trans-Jordan,
ia a large and successful day school which is entirely s�lf-
supporting. Two hours of Bibl� instruction is givsn by th�
�vangalist each day. However, Mohammadan students will not
attend the Bible classes; some of the Catholic boys take Bible
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as do all of tha Oraak Orthodox and Protestant students.
Most of the inhabitants of Medaba are of the Greek Ortho
dox faith, but of course in a Mohafflsedan country the government
is Moslem and even more fanatical than it would be in a Moham-
aedan village. A group of non-resident bible students would
be able to spend but a short time in this village, as would be
true of a number of villages where the mission has stations.
In the Druze Mountain i^istrlct there are years idien it
is possible to carry on practically any kind of Christian work,
but about every seven years there will come a period when na
tional Christians who have lived there for generations past
are not safe. Christian raerchanta reduce the amount of atook
in their shops and do not leave their homes at night; scxne
leave the diatrlct temporarily.
The benefit of a temporary location for a training
school would be shared by the local congregation. Local leadera
could be trained to carry on the religious education program
until the work could support a full time trained worker.
It is the writer's purpose to continue to gather equip
ment for the establishing of such an itinerating Bible achool
upon hia return to the field. His study in religious education
and the clinical classes have been of great value in the form
ing of plans for the unique situation in the citadel of Islam.
To portray educational measures on the field, the next
chapter consists of excerpts from the writer's diary and a
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discussion of vocal music as used by a missionary in reaching
and teaching the people of Arabia.
CHAPTER IV
IHFOMAL IKSTHUCTIOH AMOSG THE ARABS
Excerpts frcas th� Writer's Diary
"Voysiges'* across the Desert
Traveling in Arabia, in th� glare of an oriental siuamer
sun, is as difficult as traveling in th� ni^t. Visibility is
limited to a short radius after scsa� hour� driving. A constant
vigilance must b� k�pt in following th� rou^ winding trail
which comas into vi�w for only a f�w f�ot ahaad of th� oar and
is detected by the absence of stones and rocks du� to boing
swept and packed by th� larg� cushioned feet of the camels and
in places th� impression made by an occasional car. Often one
is misled for there ar� many by-paths and cross-trails. In th�
daytime the traveler is subm�rg�d in a glar� of light, Th�
�7�� grow tired in trying to distinguish between desert and sky.
It is as if, bathed and bleached in centuries of constant floods
of boiling tropical mirages, th� pal� rolling plains vary in hu�
only enouiah to camouflage the earth and steal away the horizon.
The eyes of travellers ar� soon content to squint at th� f�w
f��t of passing trail baneath th�^.
Even the oasis villages are scarcely visibl� a short
distanco away. The city and compound walls ar� built of the
same mother earhh that bosoms th� Arab hamlet. Walls and flat
roofad houses, all of clay, all th� sam� height, fozm a plain
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rising about twelve feet above the surface of the irregular
knoll. It ia only when close enough to distinguish the formal
outlines of its walls or to get a glimpse of the watchtower of
the fortresa that the traveler breathes a si^ of relief.
"There is Ma'an, " says the guide. As the missionary
looks acroas a seemingly level plain, he says, "Oh, it is only
ten minutes to the town!" Of course, an Arab would never say
anything discouraging if with a friend, even though it meant
he must *ell an untruth. "Yes, Just a cigarette smoke, only a
stone's throw," he says encouragingly.
We paaa through two dry river beds, whioh exist only to
carry a torrent of a few hours duration each year. When we
ccaae to the third river valley, instead of looking over a brown
valley, we find that it has concealed from our view the oasis
gardens. A network of mud walls, encloaing a succession of
fruitful blossoming gardens, of grape vines, pomagranite, plirni,
peach, and apricot trees winds, snake fashion, through the val
ley and around the village. Stately palm trees tower over the
gardens, spreading their green, curved branches like the fans
of tall windmills , Water is all that is needed to cause the
desert to "blossom as a rose." Methods are crude and numerous
by which they irrigate their gardens. This is typical of our
approach to the villages.
As we ascend from the valley and enter the village we
encounter, not the open welcome of the nanad tented town.
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but a bri^t gray inhospitable maze of clay�clay streets, clay
walls. There are no sidewalks, no grass, no trees, only clay,
and sky, and glow. As wo proceed through the narrow, irregular,
unkept streets, it seems as if we ar� walking in a trench twelve
feet deep. It is the seano desert monotony, save for the occa-
aional doorway in the continuous unbroken wall. Many of the
largo hown doors ar� covered inside and out with tin cut from
the five gallon cans in whioh gasoline and kerosene are handled.
Theae tina ar� us�d for �very conceivable pm^poso. This tin
covering of the doors haa also been transformed by rust and by
the winter showers which bathe it in clay, washed down from the
ledge of the wall above. The doora are large enou^ to adtoit a
loaded camel. Within the large door, there is usually a atiall
door which, in the city gate is known as the "n��dl��s �y�."
These doors lead into an open compound and never directly into
the house, although the wall may fom three aides of the house,
When the large iron knocker announces someone at th�
door, a call canos from within, "Who is it?*' Invariably th�
answer from without is, "It is I," Thej are compelled to judge
who is waiting at the door from the voice of the one asking ad
mission or to aak again, "Who ar� you?" If the wives ar� alone,
or if it ia at night, they always make sure irtio th� person is
before they open the door. If the husband ia away and a man ia
welcomed, the wives conceal themselves in their rooms and aend
one of the children or a servant to open the door and lead one
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into a room to await tha return of the man of the house.
The inside of the eompound is usually just like th� outside,
having olay yards, olay walls and clay houses with clay floors.
But here we find life. In one dwelling n^ich w� �nt�r�d, we saw
the goats lying on the ground, noiaily mimching dry barley frcaa
a stone trough, idiil� the kids frisked about and scampered in and
out of th� hous�. The industrious hens strolled about singing
as they searched for food. They consider the house within their
domain and walk proudly into the room picking ortmibs from the
dirt floor around the charcoal fire built in a depression in the
dirt floor. Everything is welccm� in th� hous� �xc�pt th� dog,
which is con8id�r�d religiously unclean. The children had far
less energy than the animals. Their scanty, ragged clothea
looked, like themaelves, as though they never had been washed.
As we entered the room, a mattreaa waa placed on the
floor, i^xt to the wall for us to recline on, aa they had no
furniture in most of the homes in the villages. We sat down,
tailor fashion, and reclined with our elbows on a pile of pillows
placed for us. An 0ld�rly lady cam� in and startad to prepar�
t�a for us. She had haard that w� w�r� missionaries or she would
not have appeared at all. Prom force of habit, she continually
adjusted the moalem veil across her face. It would be a diagraoe
for them not to offer the guest some kind of refreshment; and it
would be a sign of anger or extreme pride for the guest to decline
their hospitality.
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A reeesB In tha mud wall aei^ved as a eupboard. The
dishes consisted of a few tin utensils, several glasses for
tea, and two small Turkish coffee cups. Who could refuse a
steflEming cup of India tea offered as a token of welccsse and
friendship? This was the introduction to the family who were
to be our neighbors for over three years in Ma*sin,
An abundance of skill and funda ar� necessary for work
in th� desert. Th� funds aust acme from America, and th� skill
from ths Moslem tribesman. After locating in Ma 'an, w� viaitod
repeatedly the tribes on the edge of the desert and entertainad
th� tribesmen in our home. W� tau^t them th� Word of God and
thay taught us th� ways of the desert. We spent months in pr�-
paration for taking advantage of th� p�rmia8lon grantad by th�
King to visit Arabia. Search was made for th� faithful guid�
who led th� missionaries, thro� times into th� N�jd, to �1 Joff,
but h� had gon� to Arabia with a party of Moslwa marohants. *Ve
knew of no one whom w� could trust to hire th� cam� la, h�lp plan
th� trip and guide us to Telma, whioh was twice as far as El
Joff.
It was the middle of April and th�r� was no tim� to lose.
The pools, or water-holes, in th� desert would b� getting mor�
stagnant and scxne of them would soon dry up entirely, and the
heat would grow more and more intense. Th� cam�l is known as
"th� ship of th� d�s�rt," and is th� only saf� mode of travol
ov�r th� aoft aand and waterless waste. We were anxious to
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becom� experienced in this art of travel, but w� could wait no
longer so we engaged a car as before.
Our chief �quipaaent consisted of gold money for expenses,
as they trade mostly in kind, fearing foreign monies. Each one
In th� party providod himself with a native costume sine� Suro
pean dress excited suspicion in central Arabia. Each succeeding
trip tau^t us mor� about our real needs in th� desert. Ordin
ary whit� bread b��am� very hard In a short tim� whil� crackers
beeam� more crisp. Other items of food were canned milk, Oxo
beef tea cubes, baked beans, canned pineapple cubes, chocolata,
tea, a case of large California, prunes, choose, jam and a number
of cans of oonied beef. It is impossible to carry in a car suf
ficient supplies for th� car and th� party for long joumays, so
it is necessary to risk �ating th� food of th� B�douin scan� of
th� time.
An artlclo in an Arabic paper had angered th� people and
Incited th^ against all foreigners. It included a translation
of a tract printed in England, and sent to th� field possibly to
scan� Christian, but in some way it fell into th� hands of th�
Moslems, It told of the fals� prophet Mohammed and th� thousands
of Moslams, turning their facss fiv� times a day toward Mecca in
profitless prayer, following a false hop� to avoid �t�rnal punish-
m�nt in hell, Kven th� "sheik of sheiks" in Ma 'an said that h�
would kill th� missionary, but when the missionary visited him
h� seamed quit� fri�ndly, How�v�r, it was d�em�d advisabl� not
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to lot the plans of the proposed trip into Arabia be known.
Ifee oar equipped for th� desert trip, was stationed several
rnilas from th� oasis, juat behind a hill. Sufficient gold was
loft in the car� of th� English Major of the Frontier Force,
to oay for th� hir� of th� car upon our return, as there was
great danger of being robb�d. After dark a missionary took
the party and the remaining supplies to t h� waiting car and
we "set sail."
We traveled for several hours over quit� rolling plains,
which had th� appearance of low mountains. Soon w� were in th�
midst of rooky hills and ruggod valleys. Th� chauffeur began
to get angry with th� Bedouin guide and of course w� �noouragad
him to b� pati�nt. Finally w� found ours�lv�s down in a dry
rivor bed from which it s��m�d almost Impossibl� to ascond.
Th� Armenian chauffeur, who was not a saved rrian, lost his temper
and railed at the discouraged Arab, aaking him if h� thought w�
w�r� riding a donk�y that would climb over any kind of crag or
mountaini The Bedouin th�n did an unusual thing. Almost in
variably they hold out to th� end that th� way th�y hsv� chosen
is th� right way. Whan you r�b�l and rafus� to go farther,
thay continu� to hold out that had you continued you would hav�
found th�lr way bast in th� �nd. But our guide submlssivsly
confessed, "I do not know what kind of trail this iron donkey
can travel over; this is th� first time I ever rode in one of
th�m, but this much I do know, that If you cannot travol h�r�
there Is no us� to proceed, for the worst is yet to com�."
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There was no further argument; the car was faced back
to Ma 'an. W� prayed for guidance. What was to be done? To
stop out behind th� hill and attempt to communicate back and
forth into th� village would be a dangerous undertaking for,
if w� wer� diacovared working so secretly, th� Arabs would be
more angry than if w� worked opanly. '.^e decided to drive into
th� town to th� mission compound, and ssarch in th� market for
a now guide. We soon foimd that in order to travel to Teima,
it would b� necessary to travel twice as far as the direct
route. W� finally found a guid� who said h� could guid� us to
a larg� tribe near El Joff, and from than we could got a new
guid� to take us the rest of the way. It is a difficult task
to find a tribe in th� d�s�rt as th�y mov� from plac� to plac�
frequently.
In th� East, th� search for a noeded articl� or for a
desirable man to do a certain piece of work is only half th�
taskj their� remains th� mor� difficult tafek of dickering for a
raasonabl� pric� or wage. Thay Imagin� that Americans and Suro-
poans have all the money th�y can use. Thay also have the
religious belief, �*�ich ia taught in their Koran, that the money,
proporty and wiv�s of all non-Moslwas belong to tham and it is
p�rf�ctly right in Grod's sight for them to get all they can from
the foreigners and in any oonceivabl� way, even to th� death of
the owner. The best way to deal with th^ is to have a mediator.
This is th� ra�thod they us� among themsalv�s. Th� mediator likes
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to appear impartial, but if h� can s@� sm� advantage to himself
on either side, h� do�s not miss the opportunity, Ths si^t of
th� oar all ready to staj^t on th� joumay and th� fact that our
first guide had failed, mad� it very diffieult to deal with th�
now guid� and th� final pric� agread upon was several times
larger than the Arab himself was in th� habit of receiving; in
fact, he recoived as much for fifteen days as a man in central
Arabia would r�c�iv� in six months. But w� w�r� now in dangar
of our chauffaur gatting discotu*aged and rafusing to mak� th�
trip at all,
�^t was after noon, on the following day, when we finally
lost si^t of Ma* an, W� w�r� travaling ov�r som�what familiar
ground. Part of this sam� rout� we had cov�r�d twice, part of
it four times and part of it was new. But ov�n if on� should
trav�l in th� sam� general direction many times in the desert,
he pays no attention to his old tracka for it would be a wast�
of tim�. For at times th� surfac� is so hard and stony that th�
old tracka ar� not visible; in th� soft sand th� tracks are soon
cov�r�dj in other sections it is best to avoid a plac� r�m�mb�r-
�d as a difficulty.
We made good tim� over the distinot tracks to Jiffer, an
oasis with no buildings except a oastl� us�d as a storag� for
supplies and as a plac� of refuge, H�r� w� fill�d th� tins of
watar to bo uaed for th� radiator of th� car. The chauffeur,
Jacob, drank acme of the dirty, moesy, wiggly, brackish water
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In spite of our protest, We ourselves drank such water many
times but it was when we did not have time to boil it and when
w� did not have any clean water in th� car. Jacob said, **0h,
I am used to such water, it will not hurt me," But ho was
wrong as it appeared later.
Jiffer is on the shore-lin� of a lak� bed dry in th� sum-
m�r and stretching as far as one can 8�e, All on� has to do is
to open the throttle, as wld� as possible, for th� bakad sur
face of th� dry mud bottom of this winter lake is like a pave
ment. Thar� was about 20 kilom�t�rs of this natural pavoment
and w� could not help wishing that there wer� many, many more
miles of it to ahorten our Journey, It was difficult to s ay
whether the speedometer was an asset or a liability on our trip.
On the on� hand it was an �ncouraganont to sp��d whor� th� way
was smooth, but this frequ�ntly led to accidents; but it was
Just a little discouraging to see th� n�rvous hand on th� dial
playing back and forth b�tw��n S and 0 \idi�n th� road was rou^
and dangerous or when the sand was deep, Howe-ror this patiant
little instrument was an aid in writing down th� physical fea
tures of th� country and th� distance of th� landmarks from
Jerusalem. With th� aid of th� eompass we wer� enabled to de-
scrib� our rout� so that we could later almost travel alon� if
n@c�ssary,
?/� will permit our diary to giv� an account of psart of
our eoyag� aoross the desert, giving distances from Jerusal^n
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in Kilcmieters.
4:00 P.H. 453 KHm, The hlg supersix Studabaksr is
traveling wide open, pitching now and then as th� lak� bad
becomes sll^tly rolling. W@ s�� th� �nd of th� lak� b�d just
ahead and it is evident frc^ th� black plain beyond that it is
lava rook of which there is auch in certain mrts of th� desert*
Hills appear in th� distane� to th� left. W� can relax quit�
a littl� now as th� air g�ts cooler after 3:30 s^en th� direct
rays of the sun hav� passed.
Our hearts ar� f ill�d with joy at having th� privilege
of carrying the Good M&wa to this olosad land, Pr�qu�ntly, w�
lift our hearts to God in audible prayer, each on� praising Him
for His goodness and mercy, aaking Els guidance and protection
for us and for those w� hav� left b�hind, b� seech ing Him to
pour out upon us th� power of His Holy Spirit to �nabl� us to
giv� the message, by our lives and by our testimonies, to all
w� meet. Many precious promises ar� giv�n us from His Word as
we wait upon Him. Joy finds �xpresaion frequently by on� mem
ber or another of th� party starting a chorus or hymn. Salaam
Salamy, th� nattv� �vangellst, will not p�railt us to slight the
language of which they ar� so proud. Th� Arabic songs ar� also
a testimony to th� guid� and th� chauffeur. We cannot expect
to teach the largo classas and audiencas under pr�s�nt condi
tions among th� Moslms. In most larg� groups there ar� men
who pride th�raselv�s on th�ir cleverness in religion. Th�y
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lead the group in prayers, reading and chanting the Koran, in
opposition to th� missionary. Therefore, every opportunity must
be taken to teach individuals, using th� life situations and
experiences along the way in th� light of th� scripture message.
5:00 P.M. Kllom. 473. l�?g� black mountain ranges rise
on the right and on the left. Silent, barren, lif�l�8s s�ctions
of th� desert, standing on �nd as sign-boards, seem to say, "Th�
getaway to th� Desert Land of Arabia, a wast�, y�s, a sesthing
cauldron of bloodthirsty quarreling tribal nomads, following a
false prophet to an �varlasting firs.'"
'Ph� car begins to slack it terrific sp��d, J�rks a littl�,
and then stops. A littl� investigation r�v�al8 dirt in th� car
buretor. It is such a snail particle to stop such a vary larg�
oar. lhat a lesson to us��von though w� may hav� much natural
machinery in our work and great natural ability, still seme small
thing in our livas, displ�a8ing to Ood, stops th� flow of Divin�
Power without which w� can do nothing for Jiiin,
5:5f? P.M. Kilom. 484. Engine stops again. Mor� dirt
in th� carburetor. We trust we will get all of the dirt out
this time for it is delaying us very much. W� hav� b��n follow
ing a l�v�l plain b�tw��n th� mountains, or high hills.
6:00 Kilc�a, 50 G. Wo are approaching a wady (valley)
and from the appearanc� of th� sag� brush it is �vident that
progross will bo slow.
6:15 ?.rA. KIIchq. 508. It is almost impossible to proc��d
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so w� hav� d�old@d to g�t sapper and spond th� night in th�
center of this valley. The ehaiiffeur is very tir�d and it taJses
great car� to drive over sag� mounds at night*
If th�r� is a shower of rain in winter, the water drains
into these valleys and enables th� sage-brush to grow in abund
ance; th� desert sand drifts around the roots, and protects the
moisture during the hot smmevp thus keeping it allv� until th�
next year's rain. It th�n grows atill higher and th� sand hill
about it increases lantil the valley is a mass of th�s� mounds
covered with the thorny sage. Progi^ss here is just as slow as
the oar can possibly move. Frequently th� car stalls and it
must awing back and forth imtil th� wh��l passas over th� mound.
Of if the mo\jnd is too high, th� car must b� backad far �nough
to �nabl� th� car to b� turnod and pass to on� side. Th� mounds
are so close together that each whe�l is in a diff�r�nt stag� of
th� process, thus giving th� car th� motion of a boat in a storm.
Th� oar is very heavily loadad. W� hav� 23 fiv� gallon tinas of
gasolin�, on� five gallon tin of oil, one gallon tim of grease,
three cases of food, about forty gallons of watar, scan� baggage,
repairs, and so forth* We cannot help but think, because of
past �xp�ri�nc�, that this would be a most likely plac� for
snakos and wild beasts.
Jacob is looking ov�r his car in prsparation for an �arly
start in th� morning. All�, th� guid�, and Salaem clear th�
ground for th� camp whil� R�v. Mr. Brooks gets out th� blank�t8
and folds them for our cushions, placing one In the center un
folded for a table cloth. He also gets out the food for the
evening meal.
It is the task of the writer to ass�sbl� the cmap stove
and prepare the food. There is not much encouragement to fix
any fancy dishes in open kettles in the midst of flying sandj
It is quit� easy to heat a can of "57 Varieties Pork and Beans"
thus keeping out the sand, at least until it is ready to s�rv�,
Ton^^t we have pork and beans, passover bread, pineappl� cubes,
dried prun�8, and t�a. From th� appaaranc� of th� dishss, "it
will b� a cl�ar day tomorrow," But this saying is not known in
the East for there ar� no rain ch�qu�s n��d�d th�r�i Sal�em
has the task of "washing" the dishas and h� must b� quit� spar
ing of th� water.
After th� m�al, wo hav� a ssason of prayar tog�th�r,
thanking our Guid� who is in h�av�n, Y�8, H� is mor� than guid�
He is a good Shapherd who has an abundanc� of pasturas and atill
watars even in the center of the burning desert for thos� who
lov� Him and put their trust in Him, Now all �xcept the guid�
and th� chauffeur disappear into the darkness to be alon� with
Ood, No matter how desolate the plac�, how barren and forsaken
the spot. He is ther�, Y�s, H� is �v�n n�ar�rj Th9 barr�nn�ss
only nak�8 His richness mor� �vident. His pr�s�nc� mor� r�al,
Baing away from the din of lif�, fils vole� mor� audible a "Alon�
y�t not alone for thou art with me."
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5:00 A.M. April 27, 1927. Wa d.a; not waste any time
gatting breakfast bnt are now �ating dried prunes as we travel.
Evaryon� is holding fast to something to keep frem being tossed
about in the oar as w� continu� in the rough wady.
5:45 A.M. Kilom. 514. Th� vallay is widsr now and we
ar� abl� to �ra�rg� frcaa the rough wady onto a smooth plain, ^'e
can now hav� our first united prayer and prais� servio� of the
day. We hav� just passed a very large anciont ruin built of
faced stones, abandon�d for centuries. The rising sun, still
behind the distant hills, has set on fire th� �aatam sky with
a wondarful rod glow pushing back to th� b�autiful blu� h�av�ns
still dottod with bright shining stars, no whor� so boautiful
as in th� Orient. Truly th� littl� girl was right wh�n sh�
said th� stars were auger holes in th� floor of hoavan to lot
th� glory through; what a contrast to th� d�solatlon of th�
d�sert b�low.
6:00 A.M. Kilom. 540. Arfaga is north of east frcra
Ua'an but w� ar� travaling almost du� south b�tw�en th� craggy
mountains, saeklng a passag� throu^ th� mountains to our loft.
In searching out a possible route for our car w� traval with
all points of the compass.
6:15 A.M. Kilom. 541. We hav� stoppsd to tak� som�
pictures of th� natural pyreraids in th� valley. V�� are at th�
�ntranc� of the Houoa Vallay wh�r� our party almost lost thair
liv�s on a pravious Joumsy to Arfaga and El Jof .
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Jacob took a notion to choek up his oil while w� were
taking cmr pictures. Saleem was very anxious to learn about an
autoiaobila so he undertook to help. While Jacob was busy. Sal
ens picked up a can of gear grease instead of engine oil and
poured it into the car, Jacob caught him at it and went into
a rage. It was necessary for us to com� back to the ear and
settle them, Jacob is not sure what �ffect it will have on
the car, but at any rate he is trying to make us baliav� that
it may caus� troubl�.
7tl5 A�M. Kilom, 550, W� ar� now passing a long strip
of brush almost small tr��s, which are unusual in th� d�s�rt.
The surface is gatting very rough and sandy,
8:00 A.M. Kilom. 561. StalladI V/e had b��n plowing
aand on high for quit� a while, but s�v�ral clmps of sag� caused
us to los� our mcsnontum and th� traction of th� wh��ls burisd
th� rear axle in th� sand. W� all pil�d out, but w� wor� in too
d��p to pull out �v�n with the addition of our strangth to th�
task. The spars tires on th� r�ar dug a third tranch and h�lp�d
to stall th� car. We tried to dig th� sand away from th� wh��ls
and push it ot.jt but to no avail; th� sand was too soft and the
whaels only went d��p�r. W� left Jacob to l�v�l th� sand around
th� wh��ls whil� w� went and carried brush which we laid down as
a carpet. Armload aftar armload was n�c�ssary to build th� road
and to tuck undar th� running board to mak� a footing for th�
back wh��ls. Finally w� again combinad our strenght with that of
the motor and war� abl� to got th� oar out to solid ground.
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9S00 A.M. KlloBk* 561, �s hav� spent only an hour In
building our road but on� would Judg� from the dirty sweaty
facas and hands that w� had been working half a day, Th� way
looks questionable ahead,
9:16 A,M, Kilom* 566. We have stopped to investigate.
The guide is running sdbead to pick out a route so that we do
not mire down again. Now he is returning. It is queer he did
not motion for us to com� ahead. There is no way out ahaad so
wo must return acme distance*
9:45 A.M. Kilom* 573. We hav� decidad to try to got
through a narrow canyon b�tw��n th� high hills in an �ffort
to get out onto the plain which th� guid� has be�n t�lllng us
is just a ahort distance to the east. It is quit� hot now
down b�tw��n th� hills and w� cannot gat a breath of "frash
air. "
11 1 00 A.M. Kiloa. 581. Again it a��m8 that w� must
r�turn to th� Housa Valley and seek another passage. v�� hav�
broken th� muffler loos� from th� car and pulled th� f��d tub�
loos� frcan th� cai^uretor. Th^ road looks wors� ahead. We
have decided to leave the car with the cha\iff�ur and spy out
th� rout� first, for to proc��d would only incroas� our labor
and the dang�r to the car, if it should be necessary to roturn.
11:30 A.M. We find the road ahead is not any wors� than
that which w� would hav� to paaa over If w� returned, so we
hav� d�clded to try to work the car through*
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12:00 Hoon. Praise the Lordi we are now out of the
ravine althoui^ the way Is still very poor.
12:15 P.M. KlloiB. 592. We must stop and check the car
over to see if wo ar� losing any of It and r-epiaee what has al
ready fallen off. st*^iile the guide and myself repair the car,
Mr, Brooks and Saleem get breakfast and dinner. Yesterday we
had beans, pineapple, and tee so today we will hav� tea, pine
apple, and beans for a change. Of course, th� cas� of prun�s
is always op�n and we do not got v�ry hungry. Th� soft soldsr
continually melts out whan w� try to fas tan th� f��d pip� into
the carburetor, so it is necessary to tie it in plac� with th�
writer's shoe strinp;.
1:00 P.M. It is a groat r�li�f to so� th� sp��domet�r
moving again, for w� ar� continually exhausting our water sup
ply.
1:30 P.M. Kilom. 597. We have now struck much b�tt�r
travelling. But th� chauffeur is now trying to mak� up for
lost time! W� know by �xp�ri�nc9 that he will soon be fooled
by a guttar or deprosslon and w� will fly up to th� top th�n
down only to m��t th� car coming up on the second bounce i We
often wish for straps across the seat like there are in an
a�rop Ian�.
2:30 P.f*', Kilom. 600. What a raliefl w� ar� now on a
smooth black plain called Buaata meaning "wide plain." This
is the plac� wh�r� w� klll�d an ostrich and a do�r on our last
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trip to El Jof. It sounds as if we are travaling over broken
dishes. It is the rattling of th� asooth, disc-like stones,
which they say is lava rock.
3:40 F.M. Kilaa. 631. Still on the sam� black plain
and making good time but we have just recovered from a saver�
jolt. We struck on� of thos� missing places again, Mr. Brooks
lost soaue skin from his nos�, Saleem bumped his head on th� top
and his shins on th� cas� of prunes. W� hav� d�oid�d that �aoh
one must keep at least on� ey� on th� plain ahaad and if h�
se�s an approaching d�pr�sslon, call out "Duckl" so that w�
may dodg� th� bows of the top and possibly grab sanathing solid.
4:40 f*U, Kilom, 651. We now hav� not only th� cooler
air to refresh us but v�g�tation. Th� groat plain is cov�r�d
with wild mill�t and other short growth. This millst haa a
mall seed a littl� larger than a p�pp�r seed, and th� nativ�s
gather it for use as bread. Round depressions her� and th�r�
t�ll us wher� th�y hav� thair thrashing floors, WOTian go thro�
days joumoy into th� d�s�rt to harvost this wild millstj w�
caa� upon such a group and give a simple Bibl� lesson to the�,
5:00 P.M. Kilom. 663. We have just had a surpris� great
er than spying a ship in the midst of the voyage at seaj Sil
houetted on the horison ar� th� forms of camolsi One fz^qu�ntly
Imagines that he so�s sheep, men, or dfcher animals, vdian it is
only bush� s J but on� cannot long b� in doubt about th� bold out-
lln� of a carnal.
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Th� oamal is ths most precious possession of the Arab.
It not only carries a burden for days without water and with
little food, but it furnishes milk for the owier which serves
both as food and drink. From the camel's hair the Arab spins
and weaves clothing, ^epherds live for days on the desert on
camel's milk,
5s 20 P.M. Kilom, 670. We hav� �nt�r�d into th� midst
of th� drov� of camels. The guid� calls to a sh�ph�rd to bring
us scan� milk and h� runs and tak�s a bowl from th� sack ti�d to
th� back of on� of th� TOOth�r cam� Is. But what do�s h� want
with th� small csmiel? H� is driving it to its mothsr. Th�
guid� tells us that the young carnal must be pr�s�nt b�sid� th�
mother bofor� th� ownor can milk h�r; in fact, th� small camol
must nurse a littl� before th� old camol will giv� down h�r
milk. So w� eagerly wait for a good drink of som� fr�sh milk.
Now w� fao� th� puzzl� of drinking, Wh�r� shall w�
place our mouths on th� coatad woodan bowl to drink? If w�
blow back th� foam from th� warn milk with hair and spacks of
sxm� kind riding on th� bubbles, nfeat will it r�v�al in th�
body of th� milk? Th�y notic� that w� ar� h�sitating ar^ assur�
us that it is all frash and clsan, so we must not offond th�m.
Anothor sh�ph�fid oomos running with a graasy skin of
sour milk, whioh is much lik� th� cultur�d butt�milk in Am�rica
sav� with hair and dirt thrown inS ^at a privilago to toll th�
group of th� Gr�at Sh�ph�rd vtho di�d for th� sh��p. A Bibl�
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dXa�0 tor aa hour* Thay have naver heard, they may never hear
again. What a reaponalblXltyi
The large aand dunea which we see ahead mark the begin*
ning of the lady Slrhan whioh extends almost to the border of
Tranajordania* It was in this valley that Col, Lawrence lost
aome 12 men by snake bite. Arfaga is not far distant. It is
not a town, in fact there is not a single building there; but
it Is an oasis ^ere the Bedouin bring their flocks at certain
times of the year*
7:00 P*M� Kilom* 713. It is now almoat dark and not
safe to approach a camp at night since this is not their custom
and we would stand a good chance of being shot at as robbers*
Also we eould not pick our way among the high sand dunes; we
would soon be mired down in the soft sand. We can hear the
shepherds calling to their flocks in the distance, behind the
dunes.
5:S0 A.M. It is almost all soft sand between the dunes
and the guide has gone to the top of a high dune to take a look
at the surrounding country* He calla and waves his abal: he
muat aee some shepherd. He descends the other side and disap
pears from sight. Soon he returns and givea ua dlreetlona and
we proeeed. Finally we have come to an open space and are atand
ing, trying to decide which way to go when we ar� surprised to
see a caravan wending its way through between the dunes a few
ailea away. Thla glvea ua a new Incentiv� to haston and w�
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Speed over soft sand which it seems we would hav� otherwise
b�en unable to passoover, lhat a r�li�f� it is th� trib� of
Ibn Tahilan and he seams very glad to so� us J
It is interesting to see the Arabs mov� syst^satically
about their work of oamp preparation and to se� th� t�nt�d city
spring up as if by magic. About 9:00 o'clock thay bring ua a
tray of dates covered with warn butter, som� hot bread, followed
by raany cups of thick Arab coffoe.
We spend th� r�st of th� day giving out th� Word, pray
ing for the siek, �ating and drinking. In th� �v�ning a man
rides up to th� t�nt on a camol and laading a hors�. H� asks
us to go with him to a t�nt wh�r� th�r� is a woundad young man.
W� go and find th� young man lying in a low t�nt �vid�ntly suf-
f�ring v�ry much. H� tolls us that h� was shot through th�
kn�� whil� he was robbing camels. All that his companions hav�
don� for him is to plac� a oloth undar th� wound to catch th�
corruption that s��ps out and dropa down. Th� l�g is swoll�n
fron hip to to�s and is vary r�d. It is �vid�nt that poison
has set in. Thay hav� also placod a roo� just ov�r his head so
that when the pain gats very intens� h� can reach up and take
hold of the rope and pull, thus relieving his suffering to a
certain extent.
We command them to g�t seme hot watar and as w� bath�
th� limb w� giv� th� m�ssag�, first to th� group that has gath
ered, and then to the young man who se�ns proud of the fact
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that ha is a robber, A young man Is not a man in "Arabia until
he has gon� on several raids and has brought home a prize. In
fact at this very time the Bedouin of this tribe are ready to
go 250 strong to Iraq in th� hope of stealing a nmber of camels.
We giv� him th� Gospel and pray for his recovery and return to
the Sheik's tent.
In th� evening, th� sheik's wives start fighting, so he
gets up frcm th� csaap fire, goes to their section of the groat
t�nt, and almost crush�� th� skull of one of th^ with a stick,
then cones back laughing about th� mattar, H� t�lls of th�
tim� when a man undertook to interf�r� whil� h� was b�atlng on�
of his wives and boasted of what happ�n�d to that fallow. W�
know that w� will hav� an opportunity to spend sane tim� in th�
amp on our roturn so w� plan to hastan on our way on th� sscond
lap of our Journey. It would b� a gr�at prlvlleg� to spsnd
months in each trib� giving them th� Word and leading tham
through to a full knowledge of Christ as th�ir Saviour. If
th� doors of Arabia remain closed, this may b� our plan in th�
future, as th� tribes can� up to th� border of Transjordania.
When w� ask�d for a guid� to accompany us the rest of
th� way to Toima and possibly to Kiel, w� did not know that
th�r� w�r� punitiv� policemen, or r�pr�s�ntativ�s of th� Am��r
of El Joff, sitting in th� tent. But �v�n had w� known, w�
would not hav� suspected that they w�r� oppo8�d to our going
to T�lma. Th� Am��r of El Joff h�ld th� id� a that w� w�r�
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responaibl� for hi� lofting his office. He had been notified
of his transfer, Wl-ien he received the news that we were on
our way to Teima, he had sent a band of men to overtake us on
the way and do us ham, but they had missed us.
We left our old guide in Arfaga and he returned to Ma' an
by camel. Our new guide waa very efficient and faithful. How
ever, the best guides cannot keep th� cars out of the sand and
we wer� forc�d to build a road out of ston� in ord�r to back
our car out of a broad �xpans� of soft sand.
Th� Lord richly bl�ss�d us in fr�qu�nt ssasons of pray�r
and prais� along th� way, but �sp�oially in our last camp as
w� placed b�for� Him th� suco�ss of our mission to Tsima, which
w� w�r� told w� would �nt�r th� following morning. Eagar to
�nt�r Teima, w� aros� unusally �arly and �njoy�d th� most plsas-
ant hours of our joumay in th� cool of th� morning, passing
s�v�ral caravans on th� way, a numb�r of gaz�ll�8, and a plagu�
of locusts, which cam� to Tolma during our visit. At 3:30,
whil� trav�ling ov�r oomparatlvoly l�v�l ground, th� car struck
a shallow gutter and th� front axl� was broken. Although it
was evident that it could not b� repaired th� Lord r�ninded us
that, "All things work together for good to th�m who lov� th�
Lord, to th�m who ar� th� callad according to His purpos�."
W� took from th� autoraobil� th� blankats, food and watar and
loft th� car th�r� with all Its oontants. W� walkad all day
undar a burning d�s�rt sun, W� sought r�st under th� shade of
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R bush, larger than any we had seen in the desert, and twice
under overhanging rocks, but each ti^e the guide warned us that
our water supply would soon be exhausted and hurried us on.
About 3:00 P.M. we arrived at a cliff overhanging a broad white
lak� bed whioh was perfectly dry. The dried orust of salt on
the i?\?rfae� was caused by the winter rains rushing down into
the valley year after year, possibly for centuries, and soon
evaporating in the intense heat.
Just beyond this barren valley extended a beautiful
oasis, ?/e could see only th� city walls and towers extending
several miles, enclosing a garden of beautiful green palm trees,
W� waited in the shade of this cliff vvhil� w� sent our guid�
with a lettar announcing our arrival, Th� guid� returned, after
an hour and a half, bringing a supply of water, v;� w�r� �xc��d�
ingly tir�d and thirsty, for our water supply had failed bafor�
noon. Wo eagerly took our first drink fron Toiraa's good spark
ling cold water but only a few drops at a tim�, Som� Arabs
di� from drinking too much after �xtrma� thirst, i^'or us, this
was the fulfillment of Is&iah 21:14: "The inhabitants of th�
land of Teima brought water to him that was thirsty."
Th� sun was sinking behind the tall palm trees, as we
approached the curious crowd waiting outside th� city wall,
W� pass�d through th� gat�, down a narrow path with high walls
on �aoh aid�, towaz*d th� oastl�. Th� castl� is about 50 faet
high* built of mud and ston�, with many loopholas and parapata
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for defense, soon came to a large plank door, rou^lj hewn,
opening into the corridor leading to the court of the Prince.
Here sat one of the Prince's men, guarding the door that no one
mig^t enter without permission. We entered the court and came
into the presence of the Prince, who was seated upon rugs on the
floor. We were welcomed by the usual Arab greetings, which have
no counterpart, i^ere cordiality is considered, in English,
Then an hour was spent in conversation between sips of hot
Arab coffee and sweet tea. Hews of strangers arriving who were
guests of the Prince soon spread in the village and those who
could gain entrance almost filled the room and liatened eagerly
to what we had to aay. One of the aubjeots of conversation waa
the plague of locusts, opening the way for a message from God's
Word on the plagues, the deliverance of the children of Israel
out of Bgypt, the passover, and Christ our Paasover Lamb. A
little later two of the IJegro slaves of the Prince came carrying
a large tray several feet in diameter standing on a pedestal.
The tray was well decorated three or more inches deep with rice,
seasoned with vegetables and butter, and a roast lamb in the
center, alao a serving of hot bread. We were ready to enjoy a
change from the dessert fare of dried prunes and canned goods.
Supper over, our host, a colored slave, took us to our
private compound and prepared for our cssnfort during our stay.
An elaborate equipment for the frequent preparation of tea and
coffee, like a blacksmith's forge, was arranged in one comer
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of the long rooro. Tea and coffee were served and we retired
for the night.
The day following, th� princ� provided camels for us
to return to th� car to bring in our goods. W� brought our
baggage, th� broken axl�, and provisions, f�aring that they
might b� molested, ii� proBiissd also t o mak� provision for
camels for us to continue our joumoy to Hiel. W� 3ugg�st�d
to th� princ� that w� repair th� brok�n car by th� aid of a
blackffl^ith, but his answer was that h� f�ar�d that it would
br�ak with us in th� d�s�rt and w� would los� our llv�s. H�
said: "W� hav� pl�nty of food and provisions her� for you and
you must stay until th� n�w parts can b� brought from Trans
jordania." Two Bodouin wer� �ngag�d and s�nt by cam�l to Ma 'an
with a telegram to J�rusal�m to our chairman, who d�liv�r�d th�
things to them In Ma 'an.
Wo supposed th� opportunity had con� through th� break
ing of th� car to travol by caravan to Hail whil� waiting for
th� new pi�c�s to come. W� statad our desire to the princ� and
h� at once offered to provid� th� �quipffi�nt for th� trip, but
informed us that no doubt the prince of Bail would not be pres-
�nt to entertain us, sine� th� King Ibn Saud had r�qu�st�d that
all of his princ� s go this y�ar on pilgrlmag� to M�cca, and th�
prince of Hail would, no doubt, leav� in a f�w days. H� him
self had b��n �xcussd this y�ar becaus� he had gon� last y�ar
and now was not wall, having frequant attacks of f�v�r. This
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news did not convince us that It was not the Lord's will for
us to go at this time, and as he still offered to arrange for
the camels, we expected to start in a few days. After six days,
on one of our visits to the prince, he informed us that a spec
ial messenger, whm. h� had sent to th� prince of Hail, had re-
tum�d with a letter stating that the princ� of Hail was leaving
iromediataly to Mocca, asking us to m��t him ther� or visit him
at a later time. Th� news of th� action of th� prince, in
sending the m�ss�nger, had r�ach�d us several days bafor�
through the faithfulness of our guid� who r�pOrt�d to us any
thing of interest that h� l�arn�d from th� p�opl�.
From th� very first w� r�allz�d that th�r� was a Strang�
sentiment against our being in th�ir town, and raports w�r�
brought to us day after day by our guid� that th�r� w�r� scan�
who w�r� threatening to tak� our llv�s, suspscting us of boing
J�ws, spying out th� land or having some connection with th�
English government. On� incident that �xcit�d th�ir suspicion
was that w� wer� given p�rmission by th� princ� to go throiigh
th� town to an itinerant merahant oamp�d outsid� th� �xtrem�
west wall to buy an abia (coat). We wer� attracted by a larg�
well, on� hundred f��t squar�, built of hewn ston� which the
Slav� said was built by th� Jews c�nturies ago. It was th�
sscond day of our stay and no reports of thair suspicion had
com� to us, so w� sp�nt son� tim� �xamlning th� nin�ty-nin�
leathar buokats, �aoh drawn by a carnal. Thlrty-thr�� ditoh�s
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wound tholr way away fTcm the well, aome of the^ passing over
others by means of a wooden trou^ and each leading out into
the gardens and fields to irrigate the vineyards, date palias,
and vegetable gardens. The fact that the natives were watching
with suspicion never appeared to the writer. This curiosity
was mistaken as spying out their water supply so that we mi^t
bring an aimy and take their land from th^. But all of this
was working to the glory of Sod, for w� were abl� to prove to
th�m that instead of risking our lives for material gain w�
had ccEffi� to minister to th�ir spiritual n��ds and that we wer�
sent of C^od. This w� told them continually. A second reason
for the Increased fanaticism was th� visit of Christians giving
th� Gospel m�sseg� at a tim� wh�n many of th� people wer� pr�-
parlng to go on a pilgrimage to Mecca. Their dopartur� after
fiv� days cleared th� atmosph�r� a gr�at d�al and we had much
mor� freedcTO. A nimber of th� p�opl� cam� to our compound for
physical aid. W� ministered to them and gav� them the message
of Josus th� Savioua and H�al�r. W� prayed for many of th�
siek. On� small child whc�a they feared would di� was definitely
healed.
Our chauffaur was tak�n sick with high fever only a f�w
days after our arrival in Teijna, and demanded oonst^t care
during tw�nty days of our stay, l(�� ar� eonfid�nt that h� con
tract� d th� f9V�r frcaa drinking th� stagnant watar from th�
first d�s�rt watar hoi�. H� finally yi�ld�d to th� Lord and
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asked us to pray for hixn* The Lord wonderfully undertook for
him in answer to prayer, delivering hia frcm a fever register^
ing as high as one hundred five and a half degrees. He was as
ill as he had heen any time during his slekness and the natives
thought he was going to die, but when the Lord touched him, he
arose from his be^ assisted scanewhat in assembling the new parts
and drove the car ateost all the way out of the desert. Our
guide said that he had heard seme things about Christianity
and that he believed that this was a demonstration of it for
he had never seen God's love revealed until he saw It manifested
in the care of this sick man. Another time, after listening to
a message of the saving power of Christ and being rebuked for
stealing camels, even from his enemiea, he said, "Why didn't
you tell us before?'*
Almost daily we gave the message to the servants and
slaves in our compound or in the gardens. As we taught them
day after day we could see that the light waa breaking through
their dariened minds. However, the largest number of people
heard the Gospel on our visits to the prince's court. Each
time the Lord opened the way in the course of the conversation
for the witness. The prince also asked many questions such as:
"Where is Christ now?"; "Is it a sin to ccxBmit adultery, steal,
and drink?"; "If so, why do Christians do soV" He had been told
by merchants who had gone to Jerusalem and Jaffa with flocks and
camels that Christians and Jews did these things. "D� you
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believe that Abraham was the friend of God?"; "Are America,
England, France, Germany, and so forth Moslem or Christian?";
"Co you believe that God is Healer, Creator, seated on Els
throne?" After we had answered these questions frcan the Word
of God he said: "You have been to school and know books, we
will not argue with you," During one conversation, the assist
ant of the prince, a wealthy blacksmith, said many times: "Don't
let them speaki Don't let them speak J They are Infldolsi"
But the prince only leaned forward so that ho could hear us,
and paid no attention to his protests.
It was evident from the conversations with th� Prince
that our host reported �verything that was said and don� by us,
our frequent seasons of prayar togather and �v�n what we said
about th� quality of t�a. He asked which way we turned our
faces wh�n w� pray�d, for th� Moslem always turns his face to
wards Mecca, He also said: "Ther� ar� many religions in the
world including the Christian, Jewish, and Moslem. Ar� th�y
all of God?" To hav� said that only Christianity was of God
might hftv� cost us our liv�s at this time, �v�n though th�
Princ� might hav� tried to orotoct us, for th�r� w�r� a number
of fanatical natives pr�sent in his court. Th� answer w� gav�
was: "Rslftgious distinctions are of man, but with God th�r�
ar� only two class� s of p�ople in the world, th� savad and th�
lost, God has �v�r had on� plan of salvation for all mankind:
without shedding of blood thor� is no remission of sin.
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Abraham, Moses, David and the other Old Testament prophets, in
whom you believe, sacrificed the lamb, but this was not suf
ficient to pay for a man; it was only a type of Christ who
was to shed his innocent blood for our sins,**
Space will not perait us to t ell of all the wonderful
things the l.ord worked out in the midst of these fanatical
Moslems. Beside the great nxaaber of messages given, we are
glad that He granted us the privilege of living twenty-six
days in Teima; and we believe that during that time He enabled
us, in answer to prayer, to live down suspicion and hatred,
and the people many of them believed that we were there for
the purpose of making Christ known. Some of the servants of
the prince had beoomo quite attached to us and our message;
and when we were making r>reparation to leave, one man said,
"I wish you had not come. If you had never come we would not
have known you, and we would not now need to part."
It was possible for us to leave a few copies of the
Word of Ood with the people in Teima. We presented a copy
of th� Bible publicly to the Prince, but it was no doubt to
save his face b�for� his psopl� and th� possible chance that
th� King might h�ar of it that latar caus�d him to 8�nd it
to our rooms. Howev�r, we left th� sam� copy with on� of th�
s�rvants who s��m9d v�ry int�r�st�d in th� Qospol and who
cam� to th� automobil� at th� tim� of l�avlng.
We 8traight�n�d th� bent pl�c�s of the car and had
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them ready when the two Bedouin returned after nineteen days.
The repairs oame as we had ordered but they either spilled the
distilled water for th� battery of th� ear or drank It, W� to-
m�diat�ly proo��d�d to mak� a still using a teakettle, a piece
of rubber tubing, an old sock, and a pan of cold water, catch
ing the precious fluid in a canteen. It was a slow process and
after a few hours we had �nough for th� batt�ry and to spare,
We badsfarewsll to th� Princ� and his paople, took our r�pairs
and baggag� on four camals, and laft T�lina to return to the car
out in th� dos�rt, aocampanl�d by thre� 8�rvants of th� Princ�.
The journey was perhaps fiv� hours by camel. We almost compl�t�d
th� r�pairing of th� car bafor� night. Th� n�xt morning w� mad�
�verything ready and l�ft th� servants on our way to Arfaga.
Our stay at th� oar d�pl�t�d our watar supply, for th�
servants also drank from our cant��ns. W� ln8truct�d th� guid�
to take us to th� first watsrhol� availabl�. H� dlr�ct�d us to
what s��m�d to b� a sandy, diry rivar b�d in which w�re a nxambar
of wolls. W� w�r� also glad to find a larg� tribe camped h�r�.
M�n, women, and children gath�r�d around th� car and listened
to th� Gospel mossag�.
We again soant a day and a night in Arfaga on our rotum.
Whil� giving th� m�ssag� of salvation, w� wer� again askad a
question very difficult to answer. Th�y cannot imd�rstand why
th�y hav� waitad so long and �v�n at this lat� data, to hoar so
littl� about Christ. Th� question an old shsik ask�d was:
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"If it is true that a prophat came and died, and through
faith in hSm wo can know that we hav� our sins taken away,
pr�parlng us for �t�mal lif� in H�av�n, then you Christians
hav� cc�nmitt�d a great sin. Our ancestors died in th�ir fals�
faith. 'Mhy did you not caae before?" The church must answer
this question.
We arrived in Jerusalem June 1st, having trav�l�d a
distane� of 1550 milos ov�r th� d�s�rt, praising Ood for haalth,
prot�ction, guidano�, and bl�ssing, and for th� privil�g� of
witnessing for Him wher� Christ had not b��n nam�d. May Ood
rais� up int�rc�ssors and natlv� �vang�llsts for this n��dy
field.
"Thou Shalt call his nam� Ishma�l; and he will be a
wild man J his hand will bo against �v�ry man, and �v�ry man's
hand against hisj and h� shall dw�ll in th� pr�senca of all
his brothren." 0�n. 16:11,12.
The more we understand about th� t�chAiqu� of modem
military oparations, th� mor� w� s�� that th� Christian program
is a warfar�, and that th� diff�r�no� 11� a only in th� impl�*
ments. Thor� Is th� call to servic� by th� �t�mal Lord and
King of our livas. Thos� who answor th� call look to th�ir King
to supply �very n��d. Th� volunt��r not only places his lif�
and tith� at th� disposal of his King but all of his possassions
ar� subj�ct to His will. Again the call ccsnos, not only to
those who go to the front but to thos� who s�nd th�m forth.
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It is elear in Ood�s ^ord that there can be deserters in both
classes. But desertion cciaes only trcm disobedience to the
ComiBander and a consequent losing si^t of the great issues
for which we are fighting.
Our munitions have all been wrought out on Golgotha and
as w� prepare for the fray, we hear our Gommander say:
Finally, my bi�ethren, be strong in the Lord, and in the
power of his might. Put on the whole amour of God, that
Fe may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil.or we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against
this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.
Wherefore take unto you the whole amour of God, that ye
may be able to withstand in the evil day, and have done
all, to atand. Stand therefore, having your loins girt
about with truth, and having on the breaBtplate of right
eousness; and your feet shod with the preparation of the
gospel of peace; above all, taking the shield of faith,
wherewith ye shall bo able to quench all the fiery darta
of the wicked. And take the helmet of salvation, and the
sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God, Praying
always with all prayer and supplication in the Spirit, and
watching thereunto with all peraeverance and supplloation
for all saints, 1
As w� faced the fifth season of our work among the nanad
tribes in the desert, there was no anxlaty as bafor� about the
needed supplies and �quipm�nt as frisnds had b90(�a� int�r�st�d
in th� new advance into th� closed land, Th� past �fforts had
b��n conc�ntrat�d on th� northern Arabian d�s�rt from Airanan
through th� Wady Sirhan to Arfaga, El Joff, and Teima. The
central governments of Ibn Sa'us, king of the Hajaz and sultan
of Nejd, at Mecca and Riyadh, have comparativaly littl� control
1 Ephoslans 6:10-18.
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over these remote outposts. Messages travel exeeedingly slow
from th� oapitals over thousa�ds of �lies of burning wastes
on th� "ships of the desert," And again Moslems ar� not so
jealous of the Mejd as they are of the "Hous� of God," their
sacred land, th� Hajas.
Th� haa� churches responded to th� plan of making a
trip into the Hajaz to see if It were possibl� to locat� mis
sionaries anywhere along coastal Arabia, It had b��n impos
sibl� to open stations even in the more remote fields of the
Mejd but it was thought that possibly along the Red Sea coast
the people had been mor� in contact with the world and would
be aeeust�M�d to strangers. Very little time is needed to
gather up th� supplies and equipment vdien there are plenty of
funds.
Although the writer had apent almoat five yaara among
th� tribes, still th� cosmnon practice of taking a good aupply
of European food was deemed a necessity, A few hours in th�
li^ops of th� importors and our supplios were nicely packed for
the expeditions. It was also our task to lnt�rvi�w th� Aa�ri-
can consul in J�rusal�m and th� British authoritios in Asm&n
regarding our plans. It was always a pleasur� to go to our
consul with our plans, for he was a good Christian man and was
Interested in �very d�tail of our work. W� soon had a l�tt�r
from him asking th� officials to assist us on our way. The
Trana jordan repr�s�ntativ�8 of His Majesty hav� also b��n
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exceedingly courteous and hav� assisted us in every way pos-
aible. Iliis time we met the Sfisne kind response. So pemis-
aion could be granted to enter Arabia that would be recognized
by the Arabian goverment as ther� was no ruling to this �ffect,
but we were peireitted to pass over th� border on our way throu^
th� Bajaz to Aden at the �xtrem� southern �xtr^ity of th� p�n�
insula, �*iich is a British protactorate, and an independant
country.
'The bravest person of all is th� missionary mothsr who
is glad to stay in the isolatsd oasis village, in this case.
Ma 'an, in th� burning d�S9rt, with poor food, and en�mi�s all
about her, with th� ro�pons ibil ity not only of home and family,
but also of th� station with its racords and financas, with
th� preaching sorvicos among th� men and also th� wom�n's work,
and above all the labor of interceaaion which sh� never neglects.
During thia th� most dangarous of all our �xp�ditlons when she
was doubly anxious, th� nativ� workor b�cam� ambitious and laft
his work to tak� a position mor� r�mun�rativ�, l�avlng h�r with
only a Bibl� woman to assist her. H� was ebsant for ssveral
weeks but th� Lord oonvictad him and h� r�tum�d to his mission
ary work.
A very clos� friend took the party to Akaba and th� n�xt
day, we watched him loav� th� city of palms
via the Ford of th�
writer on hia way back to Ma 'an. W� wer� now
cut off from civil
ization �xcopt by cam�l caravans which ar� quit� f�w. Ve en
joyed s�v�ral days of witnassing and fallowshlp h�r� with the
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officials and natives of Akaba. la bad spent ten days the
previous year living In fellowship with these villagers, tell
ing the Word, and winning many friends. It is a beautiful
little hat^or in the winter, but in th� siiaimer it Is an oven,
as it is surrounded by high mountains on three sides, the gulf
being only about four miles wide at this point. Most of th�
hcsaes ar� built of mud but th� abundance of watar Is an induca-
ffl@nt to cleanliness which w� do not find in the o�nt�r of th�
desert. Good fishing adds another Industry as well as a supply
for daily needs.
The officials wer� vary kind to us and asslstad us In
every way to get camels for our caravan and rasponsibl� guid�s
for th� trip. W� had consid�r�d taking a small boat and working
along the coast but th� Gov�mor would not pormit us to tak�
th� �xc��dingly small sailboats that war� uaad as fishing boats
by the natives; for stoms ar� fr�qu�nt and ssver�, b�ing oausod
by the pr�vailing winds that ar� suck�d into th� d�s0rt from th�
s�a. Merchant boats that visit this isolatad port ar� uno�rtain
and far between. The govorment Is contomplating an �xtension
of th� HaJaz Railway from Madowrah to Akaba which, if carried
out, will make it the port of Transjordania and a thriving cen
ter of trade.
It was not very encouraging to find on �nt�rlng the gov
ernor's office onemoming, fiv� men standing at attantion in
the c�nt�r of th� floor in front of th� govomor's d�sk. They
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were telling a aad atory of their trea^ent at the hands of the
Hajaz Arabs, Of all the people in the world that the Eajaz
Araba should treat with every kindness, it is the pilgrims who
have journeyed for days, weeks, months, and even years cm pil
grimage to their aacred shrine at Mecca and Medina. There are
intervals of labor along the way for the necessities of life,
if the poor natives along the trail do not give freely when
they appeal at their gatea. This is one of the five essentials
of their faith and devout Moslems frequently spend the earnings
of a lifetime to fulfil this rite whioh will be weighed as a
merit against their sins on the judgment day. These men had
paid a caravan to carry them from Medina to Akaba, Repeatedly,
however, the caravan took from these pilgrims the food that t
they purchased along the way and finally in the canter of the
desert, left th��B to walk and search their own way. They did
not know the location of the waterholes vdiich was absolutely
essential, for they could not carry enough water to supply them
the entire distance. The Governor wrote a letter to the Prince
of Thiba (Zlba) telling of their treatment at the hands of the
unfaithful caravan and sent it with our caravan.^
Late in the afternoon of the first day, clouds began to
gather ahead of us in the south, and repeated flashed of light
ning and distant rumbling of thunder threatened us with a good
Not long before this time a man professing to be a
Moslem convert crossed the Hajaz border at this point and when
a few hours inside the country, was robbed and murdered.
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"dueking," We had either lost from the side of our oar, or
some one had appropriated a new saddle-bag full of blankets,
clothing, and other equipjient so we were not too w&ll prepared
for the winter showers for whioh th� thirsty sands, flocks,
and tribes wer� eagerly waiting. It was sprinkling i^en w�
entered the palms of th� oasis of Hakl, and w� proceeded to
out away seme of th� lower limbs of th� young palm sprouts
that w� ml^t 11� clos� to th� tr�� and �njoy what littl� pro-
toction th� remaining limbs would giv�. This was a painful
task bacaus� w� were in gr�at hast� to got our bods made be
fore the storm arrived, and th� long thorns sharp as n��dl�s
tor� our anns s�v�r�ly. Our guid�, Mabarrak, and his compan
ion wer� busy unloading th� cam� Is and making tham fast for
th� night, W� wer� thankful that th� storm split in th� c�n-
ter, seemingly, and left us with only a sli^t sprinkl� which
did not bother our sleep in th� l�ast. Aftar a saason of
prayer, th� writer remembers casting a few glances around the
oasis through th� thick undergrowth of sprouting palm trees
and wondering if perchance there wer� not othor trav�l�rs
camping noarbyj if ao, w�re they friend or foe? We wer� now
in th� land of th� Wahabi'a,
Thar� was just a faint gl�am of dawn over th� mountains
rang� to th� �ast ndian our guid� call�d us, urging us to hurry
that wo ml^t b� on our way bafor� th� h�at of th� day, \S�
did not wait for breakfast, We war� soon assistsd onto our
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cm^ola, whieh hav� a eustoia of unfolding very quiekly and
joggling away with such "jogs" that it atoost takes an expert
to stiek oni W� now followed the old pilgrim trail ihieh had
been used �ver since the first pilgrimage in the seventh cen
tury A.D, It led us up a divide throu^ a hi^ pass over th�
mountains. About nin� o'clock w� stopped and orepared saa�
food. 1� usually do not waste much time on the trail for meals
but we wanted to rest. Most things that one learns do not hav�
to b� learned over again, but riding a carnal ia diff�r�nt. On�
must practically learn this art every y�ar, unlass h� is con
tinually riding, Th� writ�r had spant many weeks on camol back
and still h� was far from ccmfortabl� aftar a day's joumay.
But his ocaxtpanion had never ridd�n a carnal bafor� and was hard
ly abl� now �ith�r to walk or rid�.
The aso�nt was growing st��p�r, so wh�n w� again r�8um�d
our journey we decided to rest ours�lv�s and r�li�v� th� camels
by walking for a time. Under ordinary circiaastances with such
congenial guides, w� eould have taken our time and enjoyed th�
expedition immensely but they were under orders as is every
traveler in th� desert wast�, under the orders of the auster�,
ah yes, �v�n d�spotie doa�rt which cries aloud, "Tarry and your
life shall pay the penaltyi" Small mounds with unhewn stones
to mark their places for awhile and dry sk�3*ons, th� remains
of th� f�ast of th� vultur�s that continually hover over the
oaravan rout� for their n�xt meal of man or boast, t�stify to
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th� truth of this threat. Not only are we forced to press on
during the day, but far Into the nl^t. One cannot relate the
sensation that comes over hlca as he hears the sound of an ap
proaching caravan in the dark of the night, not knowing whether
it be friend or foe. Dressed in our Arab garb, they would have
conaidered us Arabs, even in the day time; but we had also to
dress our conversation with the accustomed Arab salutations
which they give in passing, during the night or day. Sometimes
wre would meet a group walking and usually they would make in
quiry for sane supplies of water or food. In one group there was
a woman, trudging along bare-footed and heavily laden. They
Inquired about the next water-hole and we were forced to tell
them that it was two days' journey. From the appearance of
their supplies, they must have suffered greatly before they
had measured that distance with their weary steps, unless
they met with a generous caravan leader or a Bedouin tribe.
Occasionally we saw camels grazing on the slopes or
in the ravines between the mountains. They wer� evidence of
tribes camping behind the hills away from the multitude of
paasing beggars.
"But where," asked th� missionary, "do th� p�opl� who
liv� hidd�n back In th� moiantaina on both sidas of us got th�lr
water?"
"The mountains are full of water, it is ev�ryih�re,"
oame the response from Mabarak,
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"Everyiitoer�?*' replied the foreigner, not satisfied
with the answer he had received, **^But tell me, how olose is
one water hole frcaa another?"
"Water is everywhere, you are never away from it,
�very twenty- four hours of camel trav�l you can find wat�r,"
That fact is staggering when it� reallz� that th� water
of which h� was speaking was only a i^all spring or a stag
nant water cistern in th� rocks trickling out of the mountain,
flowing only a few feet and then dying away in the sand. Many
of these precious sustainers of life are most difficult to
find except by th� natives or an �xp�ri�nc�d guid�.
On th� fourth day out, we met a soldier of the Hajaz
goverranent on an �rrand for th� king. W� had coffa� togoth�r
and sat and restad whil� our camels grazed, H� had a good,
fast running, dromadary carnal and hia first thought was ita
care* He had a long roll of palm leaf matting tied on his
saddle with a long stick inside. He unrolled th� mat undar
a larg� thorn tr�� and proo��d�d to boat th� limbs with th�
atick, Th� small gr��n l�av�s bsgan to drop on th� mat, oy
lifting th� edges of the mat alternately, th� l�av�s w�r� soon
In a mnall haap in th� c�nt�r. This was only �nough for a
rolish for his patlont anltial, but it appraciatad th&m n�v�r-
theless. The soldier told us that it was only a half day's
jounney to Kharaba, the first goverrsaent outpost. It mad� a
graat d�al of diff�r�no� Tii*i�th�r th� "half day's journay" was
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on foot or by airplane. However, the variations in Arabia by
foot or by camel are only on� to thre� or four on a long trip,
but infomation usually varies far more than this. Unlik�
th� Americans, they undert-estimat� distance in giving their
dirsetions instead of exaggerating, thinking that their in-
fonnaticm will pleas� th� more.
So it was not until th� afternoon of the fifth day
when back in si^t of the Bed Sea again that by dusk we could
see th� small charcoal port namod Kharaiba. According to our
custom on all our trips into Arabia, we stoppod just outsid�
the villag� and s�nt our guid� on in to th� r�pr�s�ntativ� of
th� king, announcing our approach. He aoon cam� back with
the Arab officer's welcome, m were ush�r�d into a dismal,
smoky hut built of mud and ston�. Th� dirt floor lookod as
if it had n�v�r b��n lov�l�d off aftar th� larg� rocsn was
built, and that it was baing continually suppl�m�nt�d by sift
ing sand, ashes frcsn the bonfire in th� c�nt�r of th� floor,
bonos from th� food, and so forth. Th� c�iling was black from
emoko and we soon found that thor� w�r� mor� cr�atur�s in the
room than wor� �vid�nt at first. It was a miracl� how th�
v�rmin r�mained in th� midst of the d�ns� snnok� that cauaed
th� teara to run down our chaeks as a n�w fir� was startad to
mak� ooffo� and taa for th� gu�8ts.
Th� offloor, who was drosssd just Ilk� any othor Bodouln,
soon askad us what our businass was. W� told him w� had a visa
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for Aden and desired to pass throng the Hajaz. He said that
he could not peraiit us to go on imlesa penaission was granted
hy the king. This would re<iuire the expense of a messenger to
carry th� message to Ziba free i^er� it would be rolayed by
talegraph and wiraless to Meoea. He said that this would cost
us fifteen dollars or three gold pounds. Of course we protested
and said that w� would pay fivo dollars. !ni�y n�v�r agreed to
our priee but the message was sent. There is no doubt that had
the privilege of continuing our journey b��n d�ni�d, they would
have collected the full amoxint. A charcoal merchant, th� offi
cer, and the soldiers, alao In Bedouin clothing (the common no
mads), wer� all in loagu� to got as much out of the passing
pilgrims as possibl�. The merchant would g^t around tham and
find out how muoh money they had and then the officer made his
charge accordingly.
They were quite surprised to so� Am�rioans in that
aectlon of the country. The only European they had seen for
years was a Brltiah aviator who made a forced landing from
lack of sufficient gasoline. They killed a goat for our �v�nlng
m�al, which was ready about midnight. By this time we had dozed
off in spit� of th� dirt and amok� and would hav� appraciatad
th� sl��p much mor� than th� food, �spscially aftar w� taatad
th� latt�r. It was without doubt th� worst rasal w� had �v�r
tasted in the desert. The goat meat was tou^, tasting like it
had been cooked in rancid diahwater. We immediately started
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a conaplracy to have our quarters ofeanged. We told the officer
that we were used to fresh air and also we were accustcsaed to
doing our own cooking. �e were jtoiedlately granted th� privi
lege of moving to a palm- leaf hut. This was not a very cc^ifort-
ahl� bedrooaai from the inside, on� could see thrcmgh the walls
In every direction} in fact, they formed only a scre�n. Bow-
ever, we found that thos� on the outside could not se� in, at
laast when they were some distance away. At first the soldier
with his gun stayed vary clos� to our hut, but soon h� would
be gon� for hours at a tim�. W� had r�ason to b�li�v� that
they wer� watching us from ambush, for fdian w� would start to
the shore to take a swim, on� of th� soldiera would Join us
before we reached the beach.
The next morning after our arrival, we bade good-bye to
our guides, trusting that w� would b� p�rmltt�d to proc��d on
our journey, in which case w� would n��d n�w guid�s fr'^ th�
Hajaz. Anothar shore lln� was cut between us and civillEation.
^e had a good opportunity to preach the Word and gave out a
number of Scriptures and portions, A nimiber also came for
physical help and w� washed the pus from their eyes and treated
their wounds and told them of a Ood who saves and heals.
After four days th� m�ss�ng�r r�tum�d with th� good
n�ws that w� could proc��d. They infoiwed us that we would
need to pay not only for our own camels but for the camels of
the soldiers. We suggested that we did not require the soldiers
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and that a guide would be all that we would ask. fhe offioer
stated that it was a government order that the soldiers should
go with us to protect us trm the wild tribei^en and to assist
us along th� way. We remmbered how we had been watchad by
the aoldiors in Joff as w�ll as in T�ima and w� took our troat-
ment in the Hajaz as a natural Arabian mode of hospitality to
Christians.
We stopped only a few hours in the darkest part of th�
first night's joumoy and then continued on our way. Early
the next morning we arrived at the twin city of th� palms,
called Moilah. Th� wallad ssction of th� town �nclossd an old
ston� foirtross oonsidorably larger than any in th� succession
of fortresses that dot the pilgrim trail from Syria to Mocca.
The mud houses around the fortress w�x*� no doubt us�d by th�
inhabitants In th� wint�r. Nearer th� shor� and running for
quit� a distance undar th� palm tr��s was a city of r>alm-l�af
huts looking lik� be�-hiv�s full of lif�. Th�re were children,
dirty, nude, or scantily clad, barking dogs who seemed to ob
ject critically to the approach of our caravan, chiokans, goats,
8he�p, wom�n busy at thair work and occasionally a man hare
and there rustled about, rattling the dry palm branches which
formed the walls of their huts. W� had th� pl�asur� of m��ting
the son of the man that gilded Burton out into th� surrounding
country sixty years before. They stated that a number of Brlt
iah offioera had landed ther� during th� war at different times.
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'^o were quit� lnt�p�8t�d In a r�d-h�aded Arab cl�rk who earn�
Into tha gathering on businass from th� king. A r�d�h�aded
Arab Is unusual and w� enjoyed th� contact.
Our soldiers w�r� apparently hungry and th�y waited
and waited lintil noon, to give the officials of the town time
to kill a aheep and make a feast for us. It must have been
one or two o'clock in the afternoon when w� finishsd watering
our camels at a large and apparently ancient wall and w�r�
again on our way. W� had not gon� far wh�n our companion took
sick, H� confessed that he did not like to go on a picnic and
here we wer� having on� picnic dinner aftar anothar until his
stomach was aching s�v0r�ly; this �xp�ditlon was also his first
on carnal. It is almost impossibl� for a "t�nd�rfoot'' to mak�
the spinal column limber enough to weave with th� motion of th�
animal; conssquontly his back achad, in fact, h� could not toll
where he hurt th� most as h� s��m�d to hav� Just on� big pain.
An appeal to the soldiers to stop for the remaindar of
th� ni^t brought th� r�sponso that it was only on� cigaratte
smoke ahead; but we trav�l�d on until tlr.e �nough had elapsed
to smoke quite a nvmiber of cigarettes and still there were no
signs of hunting a suitable camping place. Later it se�a�d
that possibly our actions had b��n raisundsrstood during th�
earlier part of the evaning. It is against th� law to sing
In Arabia but w� thought w� had beoan� acquainted �nough with
our men that we oould give expression to our worship. It was
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Sunday evening and our hearts were filled with joy. So we
sang His praises and gave the men several short messages as
we rooked along on our camels. Th� exeuse they have for not
allowing their people to sing was given us in Telma, with the
explanation of what song means to them. They say that when
they pemit a few to sing, a crowd soon gathers and th�n th�r�
is trouble for the goverment. A group usually plans sane mis
chief end often against th� goveraraent. What�v�r their motiv�,
th� soldiors led us on throu^ th� nif^t until aft�r midnight.
Th� sick man was then groaning with pain and w� d�oid�d to stop
in splte of th� soldi�rs, for w� had b��n told that thay w�r�
sent only for our protection. W� pull�d up on th� halt�rs and
struck th� camels on th� n�ck, giving th� accustomed gurgling
sound which was the signal for them to TTold up," or rather
kneel down, and let us dismount. Camels are easily Irritated
and growl and gurgle worse than any dog. Thay oould h�ar th�
other camels of their group just ahead and wantad to k��p up
with them. Sev�ral fruitless att�npts wer� mad� to got them
to kn��l. Finally, w� asked a tired and worn pilgrim who had
been walking beside our camels to assist us. H� had p�rasitt�d
us to carry his water skin, provisions, and blankats on our
camels. He cam� and took th� halter of th� writ�r's camel to
force it to kn��l, Th�r� was a struggle and a lot of growling
from the camels. This attracted th� soldi� rs and thay cam�
riding back at top 8p��d. Th�y struck at th� pilgrim with
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their camel aticka, but he ducked out into the darkness of the
night. Wien they struck at the missionary, the lurching of
the camel caused them to miss their stroke and they hit the
camel instead. The Sheik then took the rifle from the saddle
post of a camel saddle, acting as if he intended to shoot us.
As he took the gun he said: "What do you think? i>o you suppose
we are under your command?" We immediately pleaded for the
sick man telling them he might die, that he should be given a
little rest, but they replied that they would see about that.
Taking the halters of our camels and tying them to their aad-
dle posts, they compelled us to travel on until almost morning
when we stopped for an hour 'a reat.
Only a few native a were astir when we entered the town.
This was the largest village we had yet visited in the Hajaz.
The Amir of the district lives here, and there is quite a nice
little harbor for small boats. They took us into the upper
room of the city building, which was adjoining the pier; here
we met a number of the townspeople and officials. Especially
do we remember the wireless operator from Syria. He was dressed
in the latest style, with spats, collar, and tie, a handkerchief
in his lapel pocket, and carrying a cane and gloves. He was
quite friendly until we asked him to send a telegram for ua to
our frienda, when he told us that he could not find the rate.
Of course he could have called Wedjlh, Yndbo, Medina, or Jlddah
to find out the price had he desired. The true reason was, no
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doubt, that h� did not dar� to aand it. Gcmlng tram Syria
gav� us a point of contaot for a messag� to t h� group that
always gathers to s�� �v�ry traveler.
After awhile the health offioer cieae in and asked us
to show our passports. He said it was a oustcxn to giv� h�alth
visas to travellers, for irtiieh he charged us about two pounds.
Be then told us that we would need no othor visa whil� in the
Hajaz. We made arrangements for a boat to take us farther
south and paid two pounds for a two days' journey to Wedjih.
All of these foiwalitios led us to b�li�v� that our journay
was in order and o�rmitt�d by the gov�rnm�nt. How�v�r, w�
l�am�d later that it was simply anothar moans to got mon�y
out of th� travellers and pilgrims that bore �vid�nc� of having
a well filled purse. We had opportunity to witness as th� m�n
worked leisurely getting the boat ready. It was not until mid
night that they carried our equipmant and provisions into th�
little twenty-foot sailboat and we put out to sea. �� sailed
outsid� th� harbor a little way and anchored for th� night.
The coral reefs wer� so numerous that it was impossible to sail
clos� to the shore and th� boat was ^oo mall to go out to sea,
for if a sudden stem cam� up w� would b� lost.
The first night w� put in at a natural harbor, raaching
up into the deaert, and her� w� wer� surpris�d to find quite a
large sailboat with a crew of pearl fish�rm�n. W� w�nt on
shor� and purchaaad scan� mothor of poarl from th�ra, walkad
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around among tham for airiiil� and gave tham a massaga, then re
turned to our boat for the night. ]fcmiedlately the soldiers got
off the boat, went to the pearl fishermen, and fri^tened th^
by telling them they had avoided the customs. Thej finally
took the money from the poor fishermen. This was more than we
oould stand so we again went ashore and gave the shells back,
demanding our money, fhe soldiers then promised to let them
keep the money so w� again took our pearl.
We aa^rived in ?iedjih about eight o'clock the next eve
ning, but it was after nine b�for� th�y had not if lad th� Amir
and had pexmission to take us ashore. Men ceone and carried
our things throu^ the dimly lighted, almost deserted str��ts.
As in all Arabian towna, both aidoa of th� narrow alloyway
w�r� high mud walls with hewn gataways so that w� could so�
nothing �xoopt what w� had s��n in �vary othor Arabian town.
Finally we came to an open door into which w� �nt�r�d with our
soldiers. It was truly a dimnal place. Hot on� pi�c� of fur
niture, dirt floors, and only a palm-l�af mat wld� �nou^ for
our sloeping blankets lay on the floor along th� wall. Of
course we tried to be cheery. We were thankful that w� w�r�
able to r�pr�s�nt Christ in this closed land. It was as good
a house as w� had b��n entertainad in on any of our trips into
Arabia, with the exception that this time it bor� no �vidonc�
that there was a host living in th� hous� as th�r� had b��n on
othor oocaaiona. But thar� w�r� far lass vsmin, too.
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Our boxes and bags looked tssipfeing to th� baggag� car
riers, so they proceeded to have us open our packages and giv�
the� a sample of everything that wm had. Bibles and portions
in Arable were inspected and th� ssisples taken out with the
soldiers. It was almost midnight when our inspectors left us
with two new soldiers. One of them was a large burly Negro
whom one would not like to meet in the dark. Thay instructed
us not to turn out th� light, then they closed the double doors
into the hall, locked them, roped them, cocked th�ir guns and
prepared for th� night's watch over th�ir n�w prisonsrs,
W� had paid our own way thus far and had been treated
little different than we had b��n tr�at�d on other visits into
th� Moslem's land; but it was now quit� �vld�nt that we w�r�
prlsonors in a forbiddon land, und�r a iNBliglon that t�ach�s
its followers to put an �nd to all who will not accapt thoir
faith. We had prayer with the blessed assurance that our
Father heard us for Ke blessed us there, w� lay down upon the
ground with our kltbags for pillows and had an exceptionally
good night's rest.
As th� morning sun poeped through th� crack in th�
shutt�rB w� wor� reminded that it was Thanksgiving Day and we
were truly thankful that we had been bom in a Christian land
where multitudas know God and Bis Son Josus Christ, th�ir
Saviour. W� went about as if we wer� b�ing ent�rtain�d in th�
hous� of the Amir himself. We held our devotions togother
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before our soldiers and prayed for them. It is a romailcable
fact that the Lord marvelously gave us the hearts of those with
whom we had repeated fellowahip on all of our trips into Arabia.
This is ii^at encourages us, or rather what constrains us to
hasten back in the hope that wo might win scsse. We seek to
teaoh everyone we providentially meet, and when we have the
privilege of spending some days with a gv<mp there is evidence
that they begin to get the message. Some pray and accept in
some measure after on� day's teaching, but usually two weeks
ar� necessary before they really mak� a daclsion for or against
th� testimony.
About eleven thirty o'clock a soldier cam� to th� door
and told us that th� Amir wantad to so� us. We made hasty
preparations and followed the aoldiers to th� court. We wer�
ushered into a larg� room about fifty by thirty f��t. It was
covered with th� most �xp�nsivo rugs and his thron�, which was
elevated slightly above the floor, was draped in elagant color�
and richly hand worked pillows. The princ� ord�r�d coff�� and
taa, successivsly brought as a tokan of frlondship, but his
fao� b�tray�d his actions. He asked a f�w precis� qu�stlons
as to who w� wore, whor� w� wer� going, and what our business
was. We answered his questions end then asked him about the
boat service. We told hixn w� had baen delayed and that if
ther� was a boat that would take us back to the Suez we would
trav�l on it. H� told us that we did not hav� tim� to catch
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the boat that waa than in th� harbor but that h� would inform
ua latar itidthar w� would b� abl� to travel on th� next on�
whioh came eight daya later. Just then the call rang out froa
the mineret for the noon prayers, and the prince said that he
and his soldiers, who were seated around the room with their
guns, must pray. We wer� again taken to our prison whor� w�
remained for eight days.
The following day the soldiers of the prince cfflae back
and took all of our books, papers, letters, paasports, diaries,
etc. % sent word to the prince that we would like to have
our own Arabic and English Bibles for our own private worship
and this was granted to us. Whil� the soldiors w�r� gatharing
up the remainder of our books we noticed that th� N�gro aoldiar
was quit� nervous. Be had taken a Bible horn� with him as h�
had bacom� lnt�r�st�d in its t�aohing. Whan th� inspsctors
left, the Kegro cam� in and said, "Did you tall them? Did
you tell them?" and w� askad him, "Did you tall th�m i^at?"
"Did you tall them that I took on� of your books hom� with m�?"
He was much elated when we told him that we had not.
le had soon won the frlendahip of these two soldiers to
suoh an extent that when one of th�m would b� out to his raoals
and w� would n��d something for our meals or comfort, the other
would leav� th� door unlocked and go to the market and get it
for us. We had some blessed times togethar and r�p�at�d oppor-
tunltiaa to giv� them the Gospel.
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It was amusing how they would li^t their cigarettes
when they stepped inside the door; in fact, practically every
one of the Wahabi Arabs smoked in seei^t. This was a good
talking point for the power of the Gospel which not only for
bids but gives the power to resist and even takes away the de
sire for sinful habits. They said we wer� very foolish to
marry only one wife and then hire some on� to do th� r�st of
our work, Th�y said, "If you marry four wivas th�y will do
all your work fre�." But th� king of Arabia has b��n marriad
150 tim�s and ha had planty of sorvants to do his work.
On the first of December, a z*epresentative from the
prince made his periodic visit to our prison room and w� askad
him if w� would b� p�rraltt�d to traval on th� morrow, H� said
he did not know but prom1sod to find out from th� princ� and
come and lat us know, W� told him also that w� would n��d our
passports. We waited until late In the evaning and still he
did not come, so we prepared for our evening devotions. We
were Just getting up from our knees when the door opened and in
walked eight or nine armed men and s�at�d th�ns�lv�s around th�
room. In Arab styl� w� moved around getting blankats to mak�
them comfortable. Ther� w�r� only a f�w s�nt�nc�s of caaual
conversation when we turned to the man who had proalsed to in
form us about our sailing the following morning and askad him
if th� p�mission had b��n granted. He immediately told us
that we ahould get our thinga tog�th�r, as w� w�r� travaling
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iramediately.
Ab<mt tb� second day of our impTlsorment, we had obtained
permission to send & telegram to our f^ilias in Jerusal^. We
wrote them in Arabic so that the princ� could read them and even
then we were never sure that they had been sent until w� had
arrived horn�, Sow w� w�r� c�rtain that w� w�r� not going to
travel horaoward or they would hav� p�rmitted us to go on the
ship the next day. Our first concern was for our families, so
w� Immediately asked them to send a second message which they
promised to ask th� princ� to do. It was aftar midnight whan
w� left our goods in the boat and entered th� littl� customs
office to write the message. W� did not know that it was a
waste of time, that th� princ� was going to destroy them. We
were glad to find that part of our sailors were the sam� that
had manned the boat from Ziba to Wedjih.
^ little realised the suffering that we were facing
for th� n�xt twelve days. Four times w� bump�d our rudd�r off
on th� coral reefs. For hours w� drift�d on a calm saa with no
wind to drive us on our way. Every day w� sou^t a saf� harbor
about throe or four in the aftamoon for f�ar that, if w� wait
ed until later, we would not find protection for the night.
The flour if^lch th� princ� had giv�n us was full of woaval,
hair, and wooly worms and it took a long tim� to clean enou^
for a small loaf of broad. Our first barrel of water was not
so bad and we reliahed the tea which we made from it. Later
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on� day th� t�a was so strong that it almost took th� skin
from o�r throats. Wo Invastigatad and found that they had
us�d an old oil barrel in whioh to put this drinking water,
our second barrel. We decided that we would rather perish
without this water than with it, The writer went back to the
first barrel and tried to strain out a little of the water
that was left in the bottom of the barrel; but it was so full
of muck, wiggles, and dirt that It would not go throu^ the
cloth v^leh w� placed over the tea pot, A Bedouin whom w�
had taken on board sew a^at we were doing and gave us just
enou^ water to fill a small, glass, malted milk jar. This we
prised so highly that w� put it away in our food box and de
cided to ration it out �*ien w� were extremely thirsty.
On our tenth day out we wer� forcod onto an Island to
escape an approaching storm. Here we stayed for a day and a
half. '�fe beoam� so weak and tired that finally w� paid th�
captain to put out to saa. Again th� sailora war� fright�n�d
that w� would go down, for the storm was still very sever�.
But our Ood was with us and lat� in the aftarnoon w� managad
to shoot in between s<xne coral reefs. Here w� cast anchor in
thrao diff�r�nt directions to hold the ship during th� night
froa dashing on the rocks.
About noon on the twelfth day we pulled into the Jlddah
harbor. We were taken to the hom� of the mayor, given our
dinner, and from there taken to the arsenal where we were
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again imprisoned for several days. Here we had a nisaber of
opportunities to witness for oixr Master and many hours of
prayer, claiming the land for the Master. 'Without any sug
gestion from ourselves, th� officer in ehar^ took us in a
new Dod^ �ar down over the old pilgrim trail to within about
two hours of Mecca. Ali^ady pilgrims were coming from differ
ent parts of the world to win favor with their God. It is not
our God for he is entirely different In character. We have
asked many that have been to Mecca s�v�rRl tlm�s wh�th�r th�y
had raeelvod any hop� for �t�mlty by th�s� pllgrlmagas and
none of them had any assurance what�v�r.
After s�v�n days in this n�w prison, w� w�r� takon to
a boat in the harbor and there was written across our pass
ports, "The bearer of this passport is not peiroltted to travel
in the Hajaz or Nedj."
But that paasport is now out of date, and w� hav� a
new on�. If our Lord d�flnit�ly calls, w� will go in His
Btrsngth and He will prepar� th� way b�for� us as H� has don�
in th� past.
By msans of thos� oxc�rpts froa th� wrlt�r�3 diary,
eons� idea of the difficulties encountered in missionary work
among the people of Arabia has been given. Th� n�xt chapter
will preaent an approach In Christian education to thea�
poopl� through th� agancy of song.
CHAPTER V
omumrsY sihgihg as a chbistian
EDUOATIOH TECHS I^UE IH THE HEAH SAST
It is the Skim of the believer and especially the Chris
tian worker to lead souls to Christ. Their main instnmients
ar� the Word of Ood, prayer, praise and witnessing. Christians
have the only messag� that giv�e �t�mal p�ac� and joy, Th�
best way to express this unique joy is in song. Community
singing is on� way in which to show to th� world that our faith
ia broadar than visibl� ssetarianism or danamlnationalism. On
th� mission field community singing has proved to many that we
have th� sam� Chief Shepherd, drink from the same still waters,
and feast from the same gr��n oasturas.
Many church m�mb�rs r�ad th� Bibl� as a duty and haar
the Word explained each Sunday; but music and aong have put
the Word into everyday language, and the Psalms and songs of
praise with their inspiring, heart searching messages are re
peated by all together. The beautiful thing about the commun
ity, or informal group singing is found in its primary pui^poae,
the Immediate joy that it brings the singers. The reward is
the activity itself. There is no strain of preparation for
public perfomance. It is of the people, by the people, and for
the people.
In Ite ability to create anew and to refreah, singing
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provides a moat wholescme recreational activity. Music pro
duces emotional and physical changes which, literally, make
It a tonic for the entire feody, Singing on the mar^ makes
the miles seem shorter, %ii�t melody is a soothing balm for
tired bodies and stirring ifeytiaas are a stimulus to sagging
spirits. Singing keeps people in better shape for the habit
ual routine of life.
Individuals who are too timid to sing alone will join
in with a groupj they receive the great satisfaction of con
tributing to the group enjoyment. Ihey will gradually begin
to express themselves alone in song. There is also a social
force in cceaaunlty singing. In times of stress and at appro
priate seasons group singing meets a i^al need of the heart.
It is a morale builder.
It was not until our second term of service on the
mission field that we agreed to have a community sing in the
evenings during our vacation month in a village. It developed
into a near revival. People from different faiths and of
varying ages attended. Hon-Christians chose hymns with a
salvation message, songs about Christ and His saving and keep
ing power. Up to this time attention had been given to teach
ing the congregations some new songs and with care exercised
to choose songs that bore on th� theme of the message. Then
community ainging was conducted in the villages ^ere believ
ers were located. Village churches wer� taught spacial songs
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for Christmas, East@r, and other speoial days.
On� of the Arabic evangelists translated a number of
English songs into Arabic using th� English tunes, A second
Arabic pastor became interested in th� work and repeatedly
met with refugees from Turkey, spending saveral nigbts a w��k
with them in song and testimony. These Assyrian Christiana
from Turkey knew som� b�autiful songs and thair tun�s w�r�
us�d for now Arabic hymna composad by th� group. It is �vi
dent that this contribution which haa greatly blasssd th�
mission work in th� Near East in a casual way should hav�
b��n part of th� regular program with a trainad laadar. Th�
ministry of music and song in mission work in th� Near East
has graat possibilitios. Most of th� conv�rts in th� N�ar
East ar� from th� Or��k Orthodox Church and som� of th� chanta
irtiich they use may hav� b��n in us� sine� th� first century.
These may be used today with blassing.
Th� Arabs hav� th�ir po�ts and singars who traval from
plaoe to plaoe, som� singing in princes' courts in honor of
the prince. Som� times the prince has b��n known to giv� a
cl�v�r ainger a fine Arabian horse for his �ulog^. Thoir �n-
ijoymont is in worldly ploasuras and lust. Not on� has �v�r
conf�sa�d that h� has obtainad joy from his raligion. Bocaus�
all thair songs ar� sacular and vulgar �xc�pt th� fun�ral
chant, ainging haa b��n littl� us�d in our itinorarias among
th� Mohammadana.
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Most of th� Arabic times are sung in a minor key. It
la very seldom that a group can sing in parts. More often less
than half of the singers can carry a tune at all. With all the
difficulties that tha church in Arabia is forced to fac^ this
should not be. Hiere is nothing that so encourages and strength
ens believers In a time of trial and difficulty as song. The
Mohammedan must recognize that the Christian religion is differ
ent and one of the differences is that Christians express their
joy and proclaim their message in song even among the Arabs.
The difficulty of furthering community singing on the
mission field can be appreciated vhen it is known that on many
of the statlona ninety-nine percent of the people have never
had In their hands a song book with more than the words in it.
Where hynn books are available with the music, the leader soon
learns to read the music as well as the words from right to
left. Up to the present time, however, only about one percent
of the songs used have the worda and music together and most of
the songs do not have written music at all.
The tunes of the secular songs of the tribes and villages
seem to have the greatest importance for the people. Each tune
has many sets of words but only one dance or incantation. The
nativea are very responsive to rhythm: if a familiar tune is
heard over the radio, some will begin to snap their fingers and
move their bodies in time with the rhythm. A nimiber of the
sacred tunes of the churches are attractive and moving and it is
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th� taak of th� l�ad�r to try to get th� spiritual mas sag�
aoroaa to thair understanding as thay li8t�n�
An intensive religious �ducation program cannot be
carried on a^ong the Mohammedans and Jews, Mission work
among these people Is like a warfare. Any mode of attack,
any method of approach to the winning of souls, that is suc
cessful becomes the target of all the bigotry, hatred, and
violence that lies at their command. This n�c�ssitat�s a
cmtinual change of tactics and �mphasis in ordar that the
activities may be as inconspicuous as possible and at the
seme time reach the greatest number of people possible.
With little or no experience people of all ages may have the
keen satisfaction of expressing thems�lv�s through song,
Nor do they need to sing songs of inferior quality. Of course,
community singing requires leaderahip.
In the Field Headquarters there are usually singers
to lead in four-part singing. This is th� only church that
has had the semblanc� of a choir. Up until th� last war th�r�
w�r� occasional camaunity sings In th� ^urch but during th�
war th�s� w�r� conducted eadli week. People of many national
ities and languages took part. All of the other churches have
only congregational ainging without an instrument unless a
missionary visits the station with a portable organ.
The Headquarters Stations of the Districts are exceptions
when they are occupied by a missionary as they usually have
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an loetruEaent; however, th� District Sup�rint�nd�nt is out in
pion��r work about half of his tim�, 's^ich hind�rs any satis
factory advanc� in musical activities,
Th� Main Stations hav� an organizad church and parochial
school, Th� staff may include an ordainad pastor and toacher or
simply a t�ach�r-�vang�list. Only on� of th�s� main stations
has �ver imd�rtakon sp�cl^l singing, Th� national �vangalist
may tak� a book of songs and choruses with him as he visits th�
nightly gatherings in th� h��n�s. It is th� custom of th� p�opl�
to gather �aoh evening in some hom� and the visit of th� �van
gellst is only Incidental, There is such a gathering in each
precinct and usually thar� ar� visitors who bring th� n�ws from
different parts of th� country. This is a good opportunity to
ministor in song and a Bibl� l�3son, Fr�qu�ntly th� pastor is
prossnt and is asked to speak.
Hymns that ar� worth singing at all ar� a wondarful
m�dium of prayor and prais�. Says Brij^tbill:
Music with its malodio charm, its �nriching haraoniea
and its dofinit� x^ythms, presents a unique offering in
the �xpr�sslon of communal worship. In th� first plac�
w�ll s�l�ct�d tun�s distinctly �nhance th� �motional and
spiritual valuea of words, giving them added force and
meaning. In the sscond place music with its w�ll-mark�d
rhythms obliges all participants to pronounc� th� words
�xactly together thus promoting unison of thought and ex-
phasis. In th� third plac� n�arly �v�ryon� can sing. It
should b� made plain that congr�gational and community
singing is not an act of artistic parformanc�, but the out
pouring of th� soul to its Makar. It is more important
that th� singing b� sincsr� than baautiful, haarty than
finiahad. As a matar of fact, th� ton� quality of any
conaiderable niamber of sing�rs is usually good, rough or
untunaful voices, if not too numerous, adding body and
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quality to mass ainging.
It would Intaraat singers to experiment a littl� in
the interpretative VAlvm of songs. To start with, have
every one recite the worda of th� song and than sing it
and not� the added dimity and significance �feich the
tune brings to the text. Suoh hymns as:
Praia� Sod from i^om all blessing flow...Old Hundred
0 Master, let m� walk with the�.. .:4arytonJuat as I am, without one plea. Woodworth
Fling out th� banner, l�t It float..,. Doan�
Each tun� has a positiv� �motional valu� which might b�
expressed as follows:
Old Hundred, earnest and dignified.
Maryton, tender and appealing.
Woodworth, unctlous and sentimental,
Doane, rhythmic and �xolting.
History and anaodotos connected with aongs and tunas
should be used in community singing and usually assist
in th� main point of helping th�B to underatand the mas-
sag�,^
^e avorage parson in foroign landa has as many �xcusss
not to attand a church sarvlce as in America. Th�r�for� the
seme problem of creating and hoJ.ding int�r�st must b� m�t.
Th� l�ader must have an abundance of enthusiasm, magnetism,
and courage. Success In community singing Is to get as many
as possible to take part. Such a group will contain some who
were "bom in the objective case" and always want Something
different; some will be indiff�r�nt; and all must b� won to
the idea of cooperation with th� l�ad�r and if possibl� to
accept Christianity with its teaching of faith in the Lord
Jesus Christ as Saviour. By the spirit of loveabl�n�ss and
patlanc� th� l�ad�r will be able to win and unite the group.
To fail or gat angry Is wors� than not to hav� start�d at all.
P. A. Brlghtbill, "Suggastions for Conducting Hymn-
Singing Fsstlvals," Pamphlat, Oct. 18, 1948. Pp. 182.
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Bv#ry leader should have a strong sense of rhythm and
ahould know the fundamentals of musle; he should know how to
beat tlia� In auch a way that all will understand and follow.
Any reasonable method can be usod to obtain the proper reac
tion from the group in the way of tempo, dynamics, and so
forth. The methods used by successful evangelists are often
effective: the women or the men may be asked to sing alone;
each part may be asked to sing alone.
�^e increasing nximber of radios in the homes and in
public places is giving the nationals an opportunity to com
pare their weird tunes with good classical and sacred music.
The Jerusalem Choral Society, consisting of Jews, Mohammedans,
and Christians, has sung the Messiah at Christolaa, with a
Hebrew oonducting. We must use song and music more in the
future in dealing with the Jews and Arabs. The diacuaaiona
SBTiong radio listeners regarding the American jazz usually
ends with the accusation by the nationals that there are peo
ple of like mind throughout the world. In the large cities
of the Near East bands and orcheatras have been formed and a
gradual change In the native music is very evident. Such
times of reaction are ttoes of opportunity for the missionary.
The same rules should be applied in choosing music and
songs aa are used in gathering material for sennons. Much
attention ahould be given to the message of the songs; they
should lead men to conviction, repentance, salvation and
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victorious service. Certain points are important in choosing
books of music and song for casmixmltj singing, na^�ely:
That they meet th� need in worship of a specific group.
That materials be so organized as to aid in the train
ing and expression of worship.
That they assist groups in expressing spiritual ideals
In theological phrases.
That they create a "happy ateiosphare, " a g�n�ral s�ns�
of well-being in the group; usually it should be Joyous.
That they help �aoh ag� group �xpr�S8 its rsliglous
n��ds and ideals through phrasos and ideas that grow out of
religious exp�ri�nc�.
That th� rang� of �xp�ri�nces hav� a raligious intsr-
pretation: of home, school, corrmiunlty, nation, world, and
missions.
That the treatmant of �xp�ri�nc�s �xpr�ss worthy idsas,
not superficialities.
That the character of the poetry be worthwhil�; appr�-
ciation will follow whan r�ad as wall as sung.
That thare be songs providing for festival occasions,
religious and national. Druzas, Mohammodans, Jaws, and so forth
hav� Jolnod in such songs and hav� continuod in th� sacr�d songs.
Breadth of selection be from th� hymnology of th� church,
with claaaics and recent material r�pr�s�nt�d.
That the rang� of composition b� adapt� d to voices of
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those using the material.
That there be attention to richness and quality of ccen-
position: harmony, melody, and rhythm.
That ther� be variety in style of musical composition;
for example, devotional, militant, and so forth.
In order that supplementary materials b� helpful, th�r�
should b� th�s� qualities:
Adequacy of typical programs of worship.
Provision of 3uppl�m�ntary material.
Adequacy of indexing: authors, first Unas, tltlss, tunss.
Adequacy of topical index, based on primary experiences
to b� interpreted, rath�r than th�ological concoptlons.
Adaptability of Scripture and s�l�ctlons to ag� groupa
using them.
Words printed betweon th� staff.
Typ� slz�, cl�arn�8S of printing, unifomity throughout
th� book, that is, no crowding of cortain hymna into a
faw pagas.
Variaty of good books on hand to sing fron.
Each singar should have his own copy to sing frcro.
Thos� points should b� k�pt in mind whil� singing: oppor
tunity should b� giv�n for r�st in conraunity singing. During
th� r�st tim� it is w�ll if th� time can b� used for a solo,
dust, or a numbor on a musical instrument,
Th� group should occasionally stand on a good rousing
nurabar.
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It i� a great advasta�� if th� organist can play ohorus-
�s and som� aongs by �fer#
Gar� should be taken with regard to t^po, Sm� verses
should be sung louder than others.
In teaohing a new tune, have it played over several tiiaes
on th� inatriMont, Those who know it well may sing it through.
It aay be humed a few times by all before the words are
sung.
If there are difficult phrases practice tham ssparataly.
It is not obligatory that all th� singsrs sing all th�
time* Certain stanzas may b� allottod to diff�r�nt groupa with
fin� antiphonal effects.
Good songs and good tunes should always b� us�d. Ev�ry
action and contaot with th� group and th� individual ahould b�
in th� proper attitude, and inspiring. This is especially nec
essary when dealing with yoimg people. It is the youth that
ar� being l�d to Christ and th�y ar� foming thoir standarda
for futur� lif�. I^hos� who will attand a ocramunity sing can
be influenced for God through prayor and tact.
CHAPTER VI
SUmAKZ AMD eOHCLBSIOH
Since the beginning of modem missions Bcme have had
as their objectives the heart of Arabia, but this land is now
closed to evangelization. Medical work is being done on the
Persian Oulf, but doctors confess that, with over eighty per
cent of the people afflicted with venereal diseases, over
ninety per cent with som� fom of ey� dlseas�, with much
blindn�8S as w�ll as th� coramon dlssases which thriv� amidst
poverty and extreme primitiven�ss, th�y ar� k�pt so busy with
th�ir m�dical duties that thay hav� littl� tim� even to wit
ness, and no time to follow pp any contacts that they might
have made.
In this study some of the hazards and difficulties
hav� b��n indicated. The movements of the foreign missionary
are constantly being watched by the Moalem Arab, to th� �x-
tent that the officials in the village wher� th� missionary
r�sid�s usually require that he register �v�ry tim� h� l�av�s
th� town, stating whare h� is going, and whan he expects to
return. This they cannot require of th� nativ� Christian.
Also, nationals ar� much better abl� to stand th� hard
ships of the desert and village life, and can mor� easily
follow th� customs of th� p�opl�.
Th� �xtr�mo ignoranc� of th� massas permits cruel
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religious leaders who, under th� threat of death, prevent
the Mosl�Ji8 from aeoepting Christ as their personal Saviour,
Should they publicly confess their faith in the Christian
religion they do not possess sufficient knowledge and wisdon
to withstand the efforts, pertaittod by law, of th� devout
Mosloms to turn them baek to thair own faith.
%�r�for� Christian �ducation cm th� mission fisld
should confin� its�If to producing nativ� missionariaa, �van-
gelists, teachers, colporteurs, pastors, translators, and
Bible WQwien, For nationals are able to �nt�r where th� for-
�ign�r cannot go, Th� nativ� missionary has th� gr�at advan
tage of working in his own languag�, and among poopl� of th�
same race and custcans, all of vham were bom in the same cli
mate and eat the sam� food.
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